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To Daniella and all the people who love and encourage me
Vincenzo
”Picasso said once that he who created a thing is forced to
make it ugly. In the effort to create the intensity and the struggle
to create this intensity, the result always produces a certain
ugliness, those who follow can make of this thing a beautiful thing
because they know what they are doing, the thing having already
been invented, but the inventor because he does not know what he is
going to invent inevitably the thing he makes must have its
ugliness.”
Gertrude Stein, 1938
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Preface
Since the beginning of the humanity, the exploration and the
exploitation of new Earth’s areas played a key role in the evolution
of the human specie. The limitation of the human race, related to
the incapability to fly and to dive underwater without serious risks,
pushed scientists to research for new instruments and vehicles to
extend the human exploration capabilities. Examples of innovative
vehicles were proposed long time ago by Leonardo da Vinci
through its flying machines. In particular, the Italian scientist
innovated the vehicle panorama with an helicopter and an air
glider prototype. Other famous inventions, due to the large number
of the solution proposed by this ingenious scientist, did not get
proper consideration and their importance was obfuscated by more
practical and implementable results, such as bridges, tanks etc..
For a young marine systems researcher, the fact that Leonardo was
the first scientist to propose a submarine system to defend assets is
not a surprise. From that conceptual ideas, scientists and engineers
never stopped to create and improve vehicles to allow safe
exploration of unknown territories.
i
Leonardo Da Vinci Submarine Prototype
Today, after five hundreds years of research, people can easily
access to marine, aerial and land vehicles to move to desired
locations in short time and with an high safety level. Wars and
space explorations pushed technology incredibly fast, obtaining as
results appreciable improvements in underwater and space vehicles.
For instance, the introduction of evolute localization system, such
as the Global Positioning System (GPS), introduced initially for
military reasons, changed the original navigation task into a user
friendly, sufficiently precise distributed global information service.
However a common limitation of unknown areas exploration is
determined by the available technology. In practice, the exploration
is feasible only if the technology can support it. In fact, while
terrestrial, aerial and space vehicles can easily use consolidated
ii
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technology to perform fast and robust tasks (i.e. communication,
tracking, etc..), the water exploration is constrained to many
additional problems related principally to the water medium itself.
Pressure and drag reduce considerably the performance of vehicles,
while increase the consumption, communication obtained through
acoustic channel yields to unstable and poor time-varying
environmental-dependent results, and all the technology used
world-wide for localization looses its effectiveness. For these
reasons, the 71% of the earth planet covered by the oceans is the
closest partially-unexplored area known by human people.
Today the oil companies, in order to extract the most precious
fuel, used by all common vehicles, are pushing the research of
marine underwater technology to access the remote submerged oil
deposits. It is clear that, any technology developed in these areas,
takes long time before to be consolidated and exported for civil
usage. In addition, the need to exploit newest and not consolidated
technology can easily cause accidents. Examples of these problem
are represented by the tragic disaster happened recently in the
Mexico Gulf during 2010 where one million tons of oil were released
into the Atlantic ocean.
Robustness, effectiveness, safety and clean-energy are the most
important aspects to be investigated in order to guarantee a
realistic and zero-impact based exploration and exploitation of the
most important and wide area of our planet.
During the PhD school, the focus of my research was centred on
marine systems modeling and control aspects. In fact, advanced
simulations and robust control techniques could have a great
impact on the quality and efficiency of marine systems. The results
iii
of the research converged into different projects such as Venus
(Virtual Exploration of Underwater Sites), Co3AUV (Cooperative
Cognitive Control for Autonomous Underwater Vehicles), UAN
(Underwater Acoustic Network), VAI (Undewater Wave Glider)
and Thesaurus (Archaeologic Exploration Techniques with
Autonomous Robot Swarms). Those projects represented an
interesting and immediate test bed and realistic scenarios to verify
feasibility robustness and effectiveness of the proposed new
scientific solutions with respect to a such challenging environment.
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Abstract
This thesis will presents the state of the art and the personal
contribution to the control-oriented modeling and control of marine
vehicles. It is divided in two parts, the first one describes the
scientific results related to the modeling and control aspects, while
the second part describes an application related to the UAN
project and a real-time distributed supervision system.
The first result, described in chapter n.1, was motivated by the
existence of a new class of hybrid underwater vehicles equipped
with classic AUV and glider actuators. In particular, a dynamic
model was derived for the general class of hybrid-propulsion
vehicles, to which the case study eFolaga belongs. This
development was made possible by considering a kinematic
relaxation: the effects of the Centre of Gravity (COG) variations
on the linear speed of the vehicle were neglected. The resulting
simplified kinetic model, including the COG motion variation
effects, takes a standard control-oriented form and consequently it
can be easily used with all the available literature results regarding
control and related aspects. This simplification works out if the
COG speed is very small as compared to the vehicle speed, as it is
v
the case of the eFolaga and of most vehicles with internal mass
displacement systems.
The second result, described in chapter n.2, was motivated by
the need of a underwater vehicle capable to achieve high-energy
efficiency by extracting propulsion directly from the sea-waves.
The novel vehicle was designed to combine typical underwater
capabilities such as underwater navigation and low-consumption
gliding, with the clean-energy oriented feature of sea-wave energy
extraction and propulsion conversion. The resulting vehicle, named
Underwater Wave Glider (UWG) exploits the sea wave potential
and the surface fluid profile with hydrodynamic wings to achieve a
clean-energy passive propulsion. Currently the UWG is object of a
combined study between ISME1 and CSSN2.
The importance of analyzing systems under constant sea-wave
excitation motivated the study described in chapter n.3. In
particular a method to combine surface models, described for
instance with Motion Response Amplitude Operation (RAO), with
classic underwater model was developed to evaluate system
performances during floating motion. The resulting hybrid model,
while capturing frequency domain specification of surface motion
model, is able to provide time-varying access to the sea-wave
induced effects acting on submerged vehicle parts.
The chapter n.4, concluding the first part of the thesis, is
dedicated to the control-allocation problem. In fact, the capability
to reproduce coherently forces and moments through an intelligent
use of actuators is a common requirement for marine vehicles
1Integrated Systems for Marine Environment
2Experimental and Support Naval Center of Italian Navy
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control systems. The results presented, applied to a quite diffused
class of marine vessels, can also be extended to other underwater or
surface vehicle classes, by including the proper actuator spatial
distribution and limitations. In particular, a parametric sequential
quadratic programming method is proposed to solve the problem of
control allocation with unconstrained forces/moments references.
The new formulation, as shown in detail in the chapter, improves
performances, with respect to the state-of-the-art, in case of
not-feasibility or actuator saturation conditions. The second
method, is used to properly distribute actuators configurations by
exploiting a norm-infinity bounded reference set. This particular
case has a direct impact on all vehicles of the considered class,
equipped with human-interface-device (HID) systems. The
implication of these new methods, together with the new
drive-by-wire methodology, could affect considerably the nowadays
vehicles maneuvering capabilities.
The second part of the thesis is dedicated to the applications.
In particular chapter n.5 will discuss experimental results of the
UAN project final experiment in Throndheim, Norway (2011).
Finally, chapter n.6 will present a cross-platform distributed
system, named DCL, used to implement Hardware-In-the-Loop
(HIL) and Software-In-the-Loop methodologies and to supervise
real-time RTAI processes.
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Chapter 1
Hybrid AUV/Glider Model
This chapter is dedicated to the hybrid AUV/Glider model. It starts
with a brief introduction to the history of the eFolaga, a low cost
underwater vehicle, which is the motivating case study. After some
technical information related to the vehicle equipment and actuators,
the dynamical hybrid model is presented. The methodology and the
final form of the model is general and it can be applied to any hybrid
design. The resulting control-oriented structure is finally exploited
to design an adaptive controller to cope with unmodeled dynamics
and external disturbance.
1.1 Introduction
During the last few years, underwater robotics, and in particular
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) have received a great
impulse due to the newest technologies available and the growing
interest of scientific research centres and industries. One of the
3
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most interesting recent research trends in the field of AUVs is the
growth of specialized designs for small scale, low-cost vehicles.
Without the ambition of being exhaustive, significant examples of
such vehicles can be found in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The Folaga
vehicle [8], [9] is another instance of specialized design. Its main
peculiarity is that of being a hybrid vehicle from the point of view
of the propulsion; in particular, the Folaga is a torpedo-shaped
vehicle characterized by a glider-like actuation for pitch and heave
degrees of freedom, and propellers (jet pumps and blade props) for
actuation in the surge and yaw degrees of freedom. By glider-like
actuation it is meant here the combination of buoyancy change and
internal mass displacement, as it is usually done in oceanographic
gliders [10]. Due to the hybrid actuation system, the Folaga does
not rely on hydrodynamic lift to navigate, despite its torpedo-like
shape. As a result, the Folaga can exhibit a very high
maneuverability including diving in the vertical direction, hovering,
pitch at angles approaching 90, rotation on the spot. Another
additional feature with the hybrid actuation is the possibility of
stopping and sitting the vehicle on the seabottom as part of the
mission. The Folaga vehicles were designed as research prototypes
by a joint effort of ISME1 and GraalTech; the design history was
characterized by fast evolution, creative thinking and willingness to
experiment, or at least these are the expression we prefer to use
when looking at the past. Throughout the evolution of the vehicle,
parameters from the hull diameter, main thruster type, and even
the number of maneuvering thrusters have been altered. The
1Interuniversity Ctr. Integrated Systems for the Marine Environment
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1.1 Introduction
vehicle was originally intended as an oceanographic sampler in
coastal and shallow waters; however, as the vehicle evolved from
the preliminary design to a more mature development (the Folaga
III version, available by 2007), the maneuverability characteristics
made it an interesting platform also for other missions, including
acoustic surveys. Moreover, its low cost made it also a strong
candidate for AUVs team operations. One of the obstacles to these
further developments was that the Folaga III was specifically
designed to carry a CTD (Conductivity-Depth-Temperature) probe
as payload, and different payloads required design changes tailored
on the payloads themselves. From an engineering standpoint, this
was a major drawback of the Folaga III, greatly limiting the vehicle
potential. Recognizing the above, by the end of 2007 a joint
research project was established between NURC, NUS, ISME and
GraalTech in order to develop a new Folaga version able to carry a
payload module. The project gave also the opportunity of
re-designing some of the components of the Folaga III, including
the addition of lateral thrusters both at the bow and at the stern,
to further increase the maneuverability of the vehicle. The modular
Folaga, available since mid-2009, was named eFolaga, as for
enhanced Folaga.
This contribution is focused on two aspects of the eFolaga:
• The vehicle technical characteristics are illustrated together
with the requirements that payload modules must satisfy in
order to be mounted on the eFolaga. This part is very
specialized to the specific eFolaga design, nevertheless it is
our opinion that some of the described engineering design
5
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solutions may be of interest to the wider oceanic engineering
community.
• A dynamic model is derived for the general class of
hybrid-propulsion vehicles, to which eFolaga belongs; this
part is general, and its main scientific contribution consists in
deriving a model which is structurally similar to the standard
form of [11] for lumped parameters, control-oriented model of
surface and underwater vehicles. This development is made
possible by fixing the origin of the vehicle body reference
system in the vehicle Centre of Buoyancy (COB) and
neglecting the effects of the motion of the Centre of Gravity
(COG) on the linear speed of the vehicle. The COG motion
effects are kept as for accelerations and momenta. This
simplification works out if the COG speed is very small as
compared to the vehicle speed, as it is the case of the eFoalga
and of most vehicles with internal mass displacement
systems. In addition, in the same section we report the
identification of the glider-like actuation components for the
eFolaga from experimental data.
1.2 The case study: eFolaga vehicle
The eFolaga is an evolution of the Folaga III vehicle [9] purposely
designed to be capable of carrying different kind of sensors. The
Folaga III (Fig. 1.1) was a torpedo like vehicle, consisting in a
fiber-glass water-proof cylinder connected to two wet ends hosting
jet-pumps for steering and propulsion in the surge direction. Inside
6
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1.2 The case study: eFolaga vehicle
the cylinder, a ballast chamber was present, controlling the vehicle
buoyancy, while internal displacement of the battery pack was
actuated through a worm-screw mechanism, allowing for pitch
control. The Folaga III was essentially a long pipe, closed at both
Figure 1.1: Folaga III Vehicle
ends by waterproof bulkheads. No through-hull fittings were
present in the Folaga III, any fittings going through the end
bulkheads. The bulkheads were capped by a wet cone that carried
the thrusters. This design was chosen because is cheap and
simplifies hull manufacture. The Folaga III used NiMH batteries,
with energy density of approx. 300Wh/L. The use of NiMH
batteries of a total weight of approx. 13kg was matched by the use
of lightweight GRP2 hull such that the vehicle required minimal or
no extra ballast to provide roll stability. Other vehicles with
lightweight carbon hull of roughly the same diameter and lighter
lithium-ion batteries have to take external ballast strapped to the
outside bottom on the hull. The basic idea at the start of the
eFolaga project was to keep the Folaga III vehicle characteristics
2Glass Reinforced Plastic
7
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while allowing insertion of a universal payload module at
mid-vehicle (Fig. 1.2). Moreover, it was decided that the project
Figure 1.2: eFOLAGA Vehicle
should not develop payloads, but should define mechanical,
electrical and electronics interfaces so that any third party could
develop its own payload module, as appropriate, and mount it on
the eFolaga. This approach has hence led to a series of constraints
to which any payload module must conform in order to be mounted
on eFolaga vehicles. Obviously, from a functional point of view, the
requirement to the payload module is that it should be
self-sufficient in its operation, booting up autonomously when
energized from the vehicle power supply, and shutting down
normally when disconnected, or under active control via
communication with the eFolaga control computer. The module
should not change its electrical, mechanical or hydrodynamic
properties during operation in any way that could cause the
eFolaga to malfunction or to compromise control. Vehicle safety
(emergency sensors and watchdogs) must remain in charge of the
native eFolaga system. The first step in the project has been the
definition of mechanical modularity to separate the vehicle into
8
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1.2 The case study: eFolaga vehicle
forward and aft sections to interpose an extra piece of hull (the
module) containing added functionality between the two (Fig. 1.3).
It was envisioned that multiple modules could be stacked together.
Figure 1.3: eFOLAGA Module
As the eFolaga hull is made of GRP filament wound, it is not
possible to directly fashion a watertight interface between mating
hull sections. Hence, it has been decided to employ machined
inserts, male on one section and female on the other, bonded into
the GRP hull, which could then be sealed against each other with
O-rings. The design of these coupling inserts was based on the end
bulkheads already in use. Notable in the design of the coupling
inserts is the long penetration distance (over a third the diameter),
which allows one section to support the other without putting the
three radial locking screws under load. Also noteworthy is the use
of three locking screws, which reduces the likelihood that a module
will be installed in the wrong orientation.
9
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Mechanically splitting the vehicle in two in order to graft in a new
module is straightforward and leaves each hull section open to the
next, as the couplings seal the sections against the exterior, but not
between sections. Electrical connections between sections are thus
made through flying leads. The forward section contains all the
yaw thrusters, buoyancy control, and a third of the electrical
storage capacity. Control and availability of all of this has to be
communicated through the module stack to the aft section, which
houses the vehicle computer. Approximately eight power
conductors have to be carried through the module stack to permit
the bow and stern sections to operate. Of these, the module may
tap into four: a common high-current Analogue Ground Return
Line, +12V DC Power Supply Line and a +12V DC Power Demand
Line together with a low-current Digital Ground Return Line. The
Demand Line supplies power to start up or shut down the module
stack under control of the vehicle’s computer. Modules may draw
up to 100 mA from the Power Supply Line to power
communication hubs, enable sleep modes, etc. Maximum peak
current draw by a module from the Power Demand Line during a
mission is 8 Amps, with a maximum total power consumption from
this line of 100Whrs during a mission. At the end of a mission, the
eFolaga will open the relay connecting the Power Demand Line to
the main eFolaga batteries. This line will remain connected to a
recharging connector accessible from the outside of the assembled
eFolaga by means of a sealed port. Following a mission, this line
may be connected to an external high-current supply at 16V DC to
allow recharging of the eFolaga batteries. A module that contains
rechargeable power storage may also choose to take advantage of
10
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1.2 The case study: eFolaga vehicle
eFolaga Specification
Diameter 0.155 m
Lenght 2.222 m
Weight 32 Kg
Mass Variation 0.5 Kg
Moving Mass Displ. 0.05 m
Energy Storage NiMh 12V , 45Ah
Autonomy 8 hrs
Diving Scope 0− 80 m
Break Point 100 m
Speed 2 m/s
Communication Radio-Link, Acoustic Modem
Table 1.1: eFolaga Specification
the Power Demand Line to recharge between missions, providing
the module charging circuit is either sufficiently intelligent not to
attempt charging during a mission and/or is controlled by some
other means. Any such module must not be sealed, but vented to
the eFolaga stack. It is also envisioned that a battery-only module
may be created, to supplement the vehicle main batteries. In
addition to the power lines, the module stack is also required to
carry through USB and Ethernet (100Mbps) connectivity from the
aft section for any module that may need it. The final eFolaga
main design characteristics are reported in Tab. 1.1. From the
point of view of the overall physical and hydrodynamic properties,
the payload module(s) must have dimensions and balance to allow
11
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the eFolaga to operate under stable control without undue
restriction when the module is fitted. Considering the technical
characteristics of the eFolaga, the following guidelines to which any
payload module must conform were identified:
• Modules shall be nominally circular in cross-section with
external diameter 155mm and maximum overall length
0.75m.
• Able to safely withstand, when ends are rigidly coupled, 11 bar
hydrostatic pressure.
• Neutrally buoyant, equipped with an internal manual
ballasting facility to trim the balance by +/ − 30gr. about
the nominal neutral ballast point prior to installation in the
eFolaga.
• Metacentric height in the range 0 − 6mm over the ballasting
range.
• Negligible disparity between the center of mass and center of
buoyancy in the sway direction, < 6mm disparity between the
center of mass and center of buoyancy in the surge direction.
• Asymmetric drag < 0.25Nm at 1m/s water flow in pitch (thus
allowing top and bottom protuberances if faired and not too
large) when inserted in the eFolaga; negligible drag asymmetry
in yaw at 1 m/s water flow (thus prohibiting side protuberances
unless symmetric).
12
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1.3 Vehicle Dynamics
1.3 Vehicle Dynamics
Dynamic models of underwater vehicles may be defined at different
levels of accuracy and sophistication depending on the intended use
of the model. From a naval engineering standpoint, models are
used in vehicle design, and the effects of vehicle shape, blade shape
and positioning, etc., must be carefully considered. This usually
leads to employ numerical models (Finite Elements or Boundary
Elements) to solve a large dimension system of possibly nonlinear
Partial Differential Equations (PDEs). From the point of view of
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) design, one does not
need, in general, a very sophisticated model; the interest is more in
capturing the overall dynamic behavior of the vehicle than in
determining the specific effect of any of its components. Hence, the
GNC designer is more interested in a lumped parameters model,
which can be described by a small dimension system of (possibly
nonlinear) Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Starting from
early 90s, Fossen has developed a systematic methodology in order
to derive GNC-oriented models of surface and underwater vehicles
[11]. Moreover, these models can all be expressed in the following
standard form:
Mν˙ + C(ν)ν +D(ν)ν + g(η) = τ (1.1)
η˙ = J(η)ν
where ν ∈ R6 is the vector of generalized velocities (linear and
angular) in the vehicle body frame, η ∈ Rm is the vector of
generalized positions (linear and angular) in an navigation
13
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reference frame3, M , C(ν), D(ν) are the generalized mass-inertia,
Coriolis and hydrodynamic damping matrices, including added
masses where appropriate, g(η) is the gravity/hydrostatic term,
τ ∈ R6 is the vector of generalized external torques acting on the
vehicle, J(η) is the jacobian of the kinematic transformation
between η˙ and ν. Essentially, equation (1.1) is the generalization of
the motion equation of a rigid body to the case of body motion
within a fluid. Clearly, each specific vehicle, either surface or
underwater, will have very specific features within the quantities
defined in equation (1.1); nevertheless, the model structure is
common to a very large class of vehicles. The standard model is of
course of great help in GNC system synthesis, since a wide set of
design tools are available for it [11].
Underwater gliders, and in general any vehicle characterized by
change of buoyancy and internal mass displacement actuation, have
dynamics that cannot be led, in general, to the standard form of
equation (1.1). ODE models for gliders are available [12], [13] but
their additional complexity may require a case-by-case analysis in
order to define suitable GNC laws [14]. Generally those models
introduce simplification with respect to the number of actuators
and in their spatial distribution. Hence, it becomes of interest, not
only for the eFolaga but in general for any glider-like actuated
vehicle, to determine a possible approximation of the vehicle
dynamics such that the approximated model can be casted in the
standard form of equation (1.1). In this section this approximate
3Dimension of η depends on the rotation representation, for instance an Euler
angles representation yields to a R6 space, while unit-quaterion representation
yields to an R3 ×Q ⊂ R7 space. Q is the set of unit-quaterions.
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1.3 Vehicle Dynamics
model for hybrid vehicles as the eFolaga is derived, following the
approach presented in [15]. It is once again remarked that the
model is general for any vehicle with both propulsion and buoyancy
change/internal mass displacement actuation; our general model
has, as particular cases, the model of a propulsion-only AUV and
of a standard oceanographic glider. The approximated model will
be obtained through the use of simplifying assumptions to reduce
the complexity of the rigid-body equations. We start giving some
notation and basic definitions.
Given two vectors x, y ∈ R3, the cross product x ∧ y will be
represented using the following matrix form:
x ∧ y = S(x)y = −S(y)x = −y ∧ x
where the operator S(·) : R3 → R3×3 is defined as follow:
S(x) =
 0 −x1 x2x1 0 −x3
−x2 x3 0

The transpose of a real matrix A will be represented as AT . A
vector p expressed in the reference frame q will be identified as pq. A
positive definite matrix A will be referred as A  0. Vehicle motion
will be represented using two frames: the navigation frame North
East Down (NED) and the body frame.
Assumption 1 NED will be assumed as inertial frame.
Velocity expressed in the body frame b can be decomposed in the
navigation frame using the rotation matrix Rnb , in particular:
vn = Rnb vb
15
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The body frame will be centred in the vehicle Centre of Buoyancy
(COB). The class of vehicle considered is able to change
dynamically the Centre of Gravity (COG) by acting on a ballast
tanks (injecting/ejecting water) and by moving the internal battery
packs along the surge axis. In the case of the Folaga class vehicles,
as it may be expected in other hybrid vehicles with the same
actuation principle, ballast variation and battery movements are
slow compared to other system dynamics. In particular, the
maximum internal mass rate of change within the Folaga is of 0.020
Kg/s, while the maximum speed for displacement of the battery
pack is 0.0007 m/s [8]. The Folaga propulsion system is able to
drive the vehicle at a speed of 1-2 m/s. The fact that COG is
moving at slow speed with respect to vehicle speed is the basis of
our approximate analysis in the following: in particular, in some
equations, a quasi-static approximation will be used, neglecting the
velocity of the COG.
1.3.1 General Rigid-Body Dynamics
Formulation
To obtain the 6DOF model we are going to consider a vehicle with
a variable mass m(t) placed in the variable COG (see Fig. 1.4):
rbg(t) =
Λ + Υ(t)
m(t)
, r˙bg(t) =
Υ˙(t)
m(t)
− m˙(t)
m(t)
rbg(t)
where Λ and Υ(t) represent the static and dynamic contribution to
the motion of the COG, respectively.
16
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1.3 Vehicle Dynamics
Figure 1.4: Rigid Body Configuration
Linear Motion
Velocity of the COG with respect to a point o can be represented as:
vbg = v
b
o + ω
b ∧ rbg, vng = Rnb vbg = Rnb
(
vbo + ω
b ∧ rbg
)
(1.2)
Assumption 2 In the previous equation the term r˙bg does not
appear: as discussed in the previous section, we are assuming a
quasi-static situation in which we can neglect r˙bg in the kinematic
equation. A complete treatment, without this assumption, can be
found in [13].
Taking the derivative of Eq.(1.2):
v˙bg = v˙
b
o + ω˙
b ∧ rbg + ωb ∧ r˙bg
v˙ng = R
n
b
(
ωb ∧ (vbo + ωb ∧ rbg)+ v˙bo + ω˙b ∧ rbg + ωb ∧ r˙bg)
17
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Since linear momentum can be expressed as lng = mv
n
g , then by
imposing that the rate of change of lng must be equal to the external
forces we obtain:
dlng
dt
= mv˙ng + m˙v
n
g = Fnext, Fnext = RnbF bo
m
[
ωb ∧ (vbo − rbg ∧ ωb)+ v˙bo − rbg ∧ ω˙b + ωb ∧ r˙bg]+
+ m˙
(
vbo − rbg ∧ ωb
)
= F bo
which can be rewritten in the following matrix form as:
F bo =
(
mI −mS(rbg)
)( v˙bo
ω˙b
)
+
+
(
mS(ωb) −mS(ωb)S(rbg)
)( vbo
ωb
)
+
+
(
mS(ωb) vbo − S(rbg)ωb
)( r˙bg
m˙
)
(1.3)
Angular Motion
The angular momentum hbg can be represented as:
hbg = h
b
o −mrbg ∧ vbg = Ioωb +mrbg ∧ vbo −mrbg ∧ vbg =
= Ioω
b +mrbg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ωb
)
h˙bg =I˙oω
b + Ioω˙
b + m˙rbg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ωb
)
+mr˙bg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ωb
)
+
+mrbg ∧
(
r˙bg ∧ ωb
)
+mrbg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ω˙b
)
18
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1.3 Vehicle Dynamics
Since
hng = R
n
b h
b
g, h˙
n
g = R
n
b
(
ωb ∧ hbg + h˙bg
)
then, imposing that rate of change of angular momentum must be
equal to the external moment applied:
dhng
dt
= Rnb
(
ωb ∧ hbg + h˙bg
)
=Mnext
Mnext = Rnb
(Mbo − rbg ∧ F bo)
which yields to:
ωb ∧ [Ioωb +mrbg ∧ (rbg ∧ ωb)]+ I˙oωb + Ioω˙b+
+ m˙rbg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ωb
)
+mr˙bg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ωb
)
+
+mrbg ∧
(
r˙bg ∧ ωb
)
+mrbg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ω˙b
)
=Mbo − rbg ∧ F bo
Considering the term:
−rbg ∧ F bo =− rbg ∧
{
m
[
ωb ∧ (vbo − rbg ∧ ωb)
+v˙bo − rbg ∧ ω˙b + ωb ∧ r˙bg
]
+
+m˙
(
vbo − rbg ∧ ωb
)}
and since:
−rbg ∧
[
m
(−rbg ∧ ω˙b)] = mrbg ∧ (rbg ∧ ω˙b)
−rbg ∧
[
m
(
ωb ∧ r˙bg
)]
=mrbg ∧
(
r˙bg ∧ ωb
)
−rbg ∧
[
m˙
(−rbg ∧ ωb)] = m˙rbg ∧ (rbg ∧ ωb)
−rbg ∧
[
mωb ∧ (−rbg ∧ ωb)] = ωb ∧ [mrbg ∧ (rbg ∧ ωb)]
mr˙bg ∧
(
rbg ∧ ωb
)
=−mrbg ∧
(
ωb ∧ r˙bg
)
+
+mωb ∧ (rbg ∧ r˙bg)
19
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we can conclude that:
ωb ∧ Ioωb + I˙oωb + Ioω˙b −mrbg ∧ ωb ∧ r˙bg +mωb ∧ rbg ∧ r˙bg+
+mrbg ∧
(
ωb ∧ vbo
)
+mrbg ∧ v˙bo + m˙rbg ∧ vbo =Mo
The moment of inertia Io can be expressed as:
Io = Is −mS(rbg)S(rbg)
where Is is a static contribution, then it follows that:
I˙o = −m˙S(rbg)S(rbg)−mS˙(rbg)S(rbg)−mS(rbg)S˙(rbg)
and since
−mr˙bg ∧ rbg ∧ ωb = mrbg ∧ ωb ∧ r˙bg −mωb ∧ rbg ∧ r˙bg
the term I˙oω
b can be rewritten as:
I˙oω
b =− m˙S(rbg)S(rbg)ωb −mS(ωb)S(rbg)r˙bg+
+ 2mS(rbg)S(ω
b)r˙bg
and finally, after substitution, we can rewrite the previous equations
in the following matrix form as:
Mo =
(
mS(rbg) Is −mS2(rbg)
)( v˙bo
ω˙b
)
+
+
(
mS(rbg)S(ω
b) S(ωb)
(
Is −mS2(rbg)
) )( vbo
ωb
)
+
+
(
mS(rbg)S(ω
b) S(rbg)v
b
o − S2(rbg)ωb
)( r˙bg
m˙
)
(1.4)
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1.3 Vehicle Dynamics
Resulting General Model
Combining results of linear and angular motion Eqs (1.3), (1.4), the
following model is obtained:
M(m, rbg)ν˙ + C(m, r
b
g, ν)ν + T (m, r
b
g, ν)
(
r˙bg
m˙
)
= τ (1.5)
which can be easily rewritten in a control-allocation oriented fashion
as:
M(m, rbg)ν˙+C(m, r
b
g, ν)ν = τ¯ , τ¯ =
(
I6×6 −T (m, rbg, ν)
) τr˙bg
m˙

In addition, it is straightforward to verify that the previous model
becomes exactly the classic Fossen [11] for constant vehicle mass
(m˙ = 0) and absence of center of gravity variations (r˙bg = 0
T ).
1.3.2 eFolaga Actuator Contribution
We are considering a class of vehicles equipped with a ballast and a
battery pack. We will use the state variables b to identify the water
mass contained in the ballast tank and bp to identify the position of
the battery pack with respect to the body frame. In particular:
m(t) = ms + b(t), Υ(t) = br
b
b +mp
b
p
where ms is the static mass contribution, r
b
b is the position of the
ballast tank decomposed in the body frame and mp is the battery
pack mass. With these assumptions, we can include this terms into
21
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the model:
r˙bg =
rbb
m
˙b +
mp
m
˙bp −
rbg
m
˙b
m˙ =˙b
or in an equivalent matrix form:(
r˙bg
m˙
)
=
(
mp
m
I 1
m
(rb − rg)
0T 1
)(
˙bp
˙b
)
(1.6)
Now we can merge the previous equations (1.5),(1.6) to obtain the
eFolaga 6DOF model:
MRB()ν˙ + CRB(ν, )ν + T (ν, )˙ = τ (1.7)
where ν =
(
vbo, ω
b
)T
,  =
(
bp, b
)T
and τ =
(F bo ,Mbo).
1.3.3 eFolaga Control-Oriented Model
By adding the hydrodynamics effects, restoring forces, disturbance
and the kinematics equation, we obtain as result the final model:
M()ν˙ + C(ν, )ν +D(ν)ν + g(η, ) + T (ν, )˙+ d = τ (1.8)
η˙ = J(η)ν (1.9)
where d represents the effect of external disturbances and model
uncertainties, g(η, ) represents the contribution of gravity and
buyoancy, D(ν) is the hydrodynamic damping and the terms
M() = MRB() + MA, C(ν, ) = CRB(ν, ) + CA(ν) include the
effects of added masses.
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1.4 eFolaga Actuators Model Identification
eFolaga Actuator Specification
Ballast Tank
Capacity 700 gr
Resolution 10 gr
Max Depth 60 m
Movable Weight
Mass 8.8 Kg
Max Displacement 80 mm
Resolution 1 mm
Thruster Max Thrust 8.33 N
Jet Pump Max Thrust 3.43 N
Table 1.2: eFolaga Actuators Specification
1.4 eFolaga Actuators Model
Identification
The eFolaga is equipped with one thruster to control the surge speed
and with eight water jet pumps to control sway, heave, pitch and
yaw rate. In addition it has a ballast chamber in which water can
be injected or ejected and a movable battery pack which can be
displaced acting on a mechanism. The specification of vehicle are
presented in table 1.2.
1.4.1 Ballast Tank System
eFolaga is equipped with a ballast tank which is controlled via bang
bang commands. This system is asymmetric, with respect to the
charge/discharge operation and it is dependent of the vehicle depth.
23
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Ts 0.1 s
θ∗ [0.0186,−0.0002, 0.0143,−0.0001]T
Table 1.3: Ballast Charge Model Parameters
Graaltech provides ballast I/O data collected at different depth (0,
10, 20, 40 and 60m). With those data the following identification
was performed.
Ballast Charge Operation Model Set
y(k + 1) = y(k)(1 + αz(k)u(k)) + Ts
(
β0 + β1z(k) + β2z
1
2 (k)
)
u(k)
(1.10)
where u(k) ∈ {0, 1} is the input, z(k) is the vehicle depth, y(k) is
the water contained into the ballast tank and Ts is the sample
time. Note that this system is stable for u(k) = 0 but can be
unstable depending on the values of α for u(k) = 1. Therefore to
include stability constraint we need to solve the following
optimization problem:
min ‖Rθ − Y ‖p
subject to:
|1 + αz(k)| ≤ 1,∀z(k) ∈ [0, zmax]
where θ = (α, βi)
T . Results of optimization process (p = 1) are
shown in Figure 1.5 , 1.6 and Table 1.3.
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1.4 eFolaga Actuators Model Identification
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Figure 1.5: Ballast Charge Model
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Figure 1.6: Ballast Charge Model Error
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1.4 eFolaga Actuators Model Identification
Ts 0.1 s
θ∗ [−0.0165,−0.0002, 0.0034,−0.0003, 0.0089,−0.0377, 0.0281]T
Table 1.4: Ballast Discharge Model Parameters
Ballast Discharge Operation Model Set
y(k + 1) =y(k)
(
α0z(k) + α1z
1
2 (k) + α2z
1
4 (k) + α3z
1
6 (k)
)
u(k)+
+ y(k) + Ts
(
β0 + β1z(k) + β2z
1
2 (k)
)
u(k) (1.11)
To include stability constraint we need to solve the following
optimization problem:
min ‖Rθ − Y ‖p
subject to:
|1 + (α0z(k) + α1z 12 (k) + α2z 14 (k) + α3z 16 (k))| ≤ 1,∀z(k) ∈ [0, zmax]
(1.12)
where θ = (αi, βi)
T . Results of optimization process (p = 1)are
shown in Figure 1.7, 1.8 and Table 1.4.
1.4.2 Battery Pack System
eFolaga is equipped with a movable battery pack which is controlled
via bang bang commands. Graaltech provides ballast output data
collected during an experimental sampling operation. With those
data the following identification was performed.
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1.4 eFolaga Actuators Model Identification
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Battery Pack Model Set
y(k + 1) =y(k) + Tsαu(k) (1.13)
For this problem is not necessary to include constraints for stability
since the previous equation is a forward-euler integration.
min ‖Rθ − Y ‖p (1.14)
where θ = (α). Results of optimization process (p = 2) are shown in
Figure 1.9 and Table 1.5.
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Figure 1.9: Battery Pack Model
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1.5 Adaptive Control of eFolaga
Ts 0.1 s
θ∗ 7.9210e−6
Table 1.5: Battery Pack Model Parameters
1.5 Adaptive Control of eFolaga
The previous model was adopted to validate a robust back-stepping
control based on Lyapunov and Fuzzy Logic theory. Let us consider
the dynamical model presented in Eq. (1.8).
Assumption 3 det(J(η)) 6= 0,∀η, in particular, we are going to
choose J(η) as [11] and a roll passively stabilized vehicle.
To derive the control law, we define the position error η˜ = η − ηd
and:
z1 = η˜ + κ
∫ t
0
η˜dt, κ  0
z˙1 = ˙˜η + κη˜ = J(η)ν − η˙d + κη˜
and the following Lyapunov function:
V1 =
1
2
zT1 z1
V˙1 = z
T
1 (J(η)ν − η˙d + κη˜) (1.15)
choosing ν = α + z2 as virtual input, with
α = J−1(η) (η˙d −K1z1 − κη˜) , K1  0
α˙ = J−1(η)
(
η¨d −K1z˙1 − κ ˙˜η
)
+
+ ˙(J−1)(η) (η˙d −K1z1 − κη˜)
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then the Eq.(1.15) becomes:
V˙1 = −zT1 K1z1 + zT1 J(η)z2 (1.16)
Since z2 = ν−α and z˙2 = ν˙−α˙ and recalling that xT
(
M˙ − 2C
)
x =
0,∀x 6= 0, then we can define the following Lyapunov function:
V2 =
1
2
zT2 M()z2 +
1
2
6∑
i=1
β˜Ti β˜i (1.17)
where the vectors βi will be defined in the sequel. Taking the time
derivative of Eq.(1.17) we obtain:
V˙2 = z
T
2 M() (ν˙ − α˙) +
1
2
zT2 M˙()z2 +
6∑
i=1
β˜Ti
˙˜βi =
= zT2 (τ − C(ν, )ν −D(ν)ν − g(η, )− T (ν, )˙− d+
+C(ν, )z2 −M()α˙) +
6∑
i=1
β˜Ti
˙˜βi (1.18)
Assumption 4 Each element di of d =
(
d1, ..., d6
)T
is bounded:
|di| ≤ γi, γi ∈ R, γi > 0,
According to the Universal Approximation Theorem [17] there exists
a fuzzy system F∗i based on gaussian membership functions, such
that:
|F∗i − di| ≤ ωi, ωi ∈ R, ωi ≥ 0
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1.5 Adaptive Control of eFolaga
A natural choice for the fuzzy system can be [18]:
Fi =
∑L
j=1 µj(z2i)βij∑L
j=1 µj(xi)
= Q(z2i)
Tβi
µj(z2i; ξj, σj) = exp
[
−
(
z2i − ξj
σj
)2]
where L is the number of rules and βi ∈ RL are the weighting
coefficients (”consequent terms” in the Fuzzy Logic jargon). Based
on the previous definition, we can choose the following control law:
τ =M()α˙− C(ν, )z2 + C(ν, )ν +D(ν)ν + g(η, )+
+ T (ν, )˙+ F −K2z2 − JT (η)z1, K2  0
where F = [F1 , . . . , F6]T and we can rewrite the Eq.(1.18) as:
V˙2 = −zT2 K2z2 +
6∑
i=1
z2i (Fi − di) +
6∑
i=1
β˜Ti
˙˜βi − zT1 J(η)z2 (1.19)
Defining β˜i = βi − β∗i the Eq.(1.19) becomes:
V˙2 = −zT2 K2z2 +
6∑
i=1
z2i
(
Q(z2i)
Tβ∗i − di
)
+
+
6∑
i=1
β˜Ti
(
˙˜βi +Q(z2i)z2i
)
− zT1 J(η)z2 (1.20)
Choosing the updating law:
˙˜βi = −Q(z2i)z2i (1.21)
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we obtain:
V˙2 = −zT2 K2z2 +
6∑
i=1
z2i
(
Q(z2i)
Tβ∗i − di
)− zT1 J(η)z2
≤ −zT2 K2z2 +
6∑
i=1
|z2i||Q(z2i)Tβ∗i − di| − zT1 J(η)z2
≤ −zT2 K2z2 +
6∑
i=1
|z2i|ωi − zT1 J(η)z2 (1.22)
Combining Eq.(1.16),(1.22) we conclude that:
V˙ = V˙1 + V˙2 ≤ −zT1 K1z1 − zT2 K2z2 +
6∑
i=1
|z2i|ωi
Since the following inequalities hold:
6∑
i=1
|z2i|ωi ≤ ϕ‖z2‖ ≤ ϕ‖z‖
−zT1 K1z1 − zT2 K2z2 ≤ −%‖z‖2
where ϕ = 6 maxi ωi and % = mini λi(diag(K1, K2)), then it follows
that:
V˙ ≤ ‖z‖ (ϕ− %‖z‖) (1.23)
which is negative definite in z for all:
‖z‖ > ϕ
%
(1.24)
Condition (1.24) proofs the uniform ultimate boundedness of the
trajectory error. Note that, increasing the controller gain (%) or as
the norm of the fuzzy approximation error (ϕ) decreases, the region
of ultimate boundedness shrinks towards the origin.
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1.6 Simulation
1.6 Simulation
The controller defined in the previous section is now tested against
a complete dynamic model, in order to evaluate the robustness of
the controller with respect to model mismatch and external
disturbances. Physical parameters for the eFolaga vehicle have
been used. With respect to the control law, we assume to know the
mass and COG rate of variation and to neglect the high order
derivative. However these effects could be included in the
generalized external disturbance d, eventually. In order to simulate
the controller presented in the previous section, we need to control
the -subsystem and to access its state. For this purpose, it is
possible to realize a controller τ -dependent (control-allocation) or
alternatively, use an external controller connected directly to the
depth and pitch error. To stress the proposed control we assume
that both p and b subsystems are controlled with PI systems,
therefore their correspondent control variables will not be available
for control-allocation purposes. The following disturbance fc is also
applied to simulate the sea current:
f bc = R
b
nR
n
wf
w
c (1.25)
and in addiction, to simulate the real vehicle, the neglected dynamics
are included in the rigid-body equation, in particular defining:
fm = m
(
ωb ∧ r˙g + r¨g
)
+ m˙r˙g (1.26)
and combining the Eq.(1.25) and (1.26) we obtain:
d = Fc + Fm (1.27)
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where Fm =
[
fm, r
b
g ∧ fm
]T
and Fc =
[
fc, r
b
g ∧ fc
]T
. The purpose of
this simulation is to sample data over different reference points. In
particular, the vehicle moves towards a given position in
geographical coordinates and depth, then is kept idle while
performing environmental sampling, and finally re-surfaces moving
on the vertical axis only. In details, reference is generated using
sigmoid functions:
σi(t) =
[
1 + e−ρit
]−1
, t ∈ R, ρ ∈ R, t ≥ 0, ρi ≥ 0
In particular, defining ηd(t) = R
Tσ(t) , with σ = col(σi(t)) and R a
real matrix of proper dimension, and computing the time
derivative, it is possible to choose ρi in order to provide a bound in
terms of velocity. Results of this simulation are presented in Fig.
1.10,1.11,1.12,1.13,1.14 and 1.15. The results show that during the
vehicle motion the -subsystem, which is controlled by an external
PI, will affect the model structure and will provide an
unmeasurable disturbance. This problem will be handled by the
adaptive control by changing the fuzzy consequent terms βi.
1.7 Conclusion
An approach to the simplified dynamic modeling of AUVs with
hybrid actuation systems, combining propellers with change of
mass and mass displacement, has been proposed. The approach,
based on a quasi-static approximation of the vehicle COG motion,
leads to a general model expressed in the standard, compact form
of Fossen [11]. The eFolaga vehicle is used as cast study of such
36
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Figure 1.10: Trajectory of the vehicle during the proposed sampling
operation.
modeling approach. Due to the model structure, analysis and
control synthesis can also be approached in a standard, systematic
way. An example of such design, a back-stepping controller with
fuzzy adaptation, has been presented and it has been shown
through simulation that the designed controller is able to account
for the dynamic mismatch between the simplified model and the
complete vehicle dynamics, as well as to cope with external
disturbances.
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Figure 1.11: Evolution of the position and velocity errors. As result
of the control law selection, the trajectory of each element of η˜ and
˙˜ηd goes towards the origin.
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Figure 1.12: Battery pack position along the surge axis p and water
mass contained in the ballast tank b as function of time within the
mission.
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Figure 1.13: Evolution of the coefficients β. In this example, a Fuzzy
system with L = 3 is adopted. As shown in the picture, during
vehicle motion, the adaptive system plays a fundamental role to
contrast model uncertainties and external sea current disturbance.
During sampling operation, since the contribution of fm becomes
negligible, the adaption process terminates with suitable value of β
to contrast sea currents disturbance only.
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Figure 1.14: Adaptive Control: Trajectory of z1 and z2
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Chapter 2
Design and Modeling of an
Underwater Wave-Glider
This chapter is dedicated to the Underwater Wave-Glider, a novel
hybrid underwater vehicle concept, capable to extract propulsion
from sea-waves. The vehicle idea and the proof-of-concept are
described in details together with simulation performed according
to the Mediterranean sea profile.
2.1 Introduction
During the last years, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs)
have been widely used for oceanic research purposes. As the
underwater missions to be performed have become more and more
challenging, longer mission endurance has been required for the
underwater vehicles. Therefore, intensive studies have been
conducted to optimize the energy consumption and the use of
47
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renewable power sources directly on-board the vehicle. As a matter
of fact, some examples of clean-energy powered systems have been
recently developed around the oceans of the world, for instance, by
efficiently using the wave potential energy. First, the Pelamis [1], a
power plant system, converts the wave energy into electric power
by using the relative motion between its parts (see Fig.2.1). This
idea has also been successfully employed in ships and autonomous
vehicles. The vessel Suntory Mermaid II [2] reached the Hawaiian
Figure 2.1: Pelamis Power Plant
cost starting from Japan, after 108 days of navigation, traveling for
about 6400 km. This vessel was powered by solar panels only for
electronic and communication devices. It uses a smart spring-fin
system which converts the wave potential directly into propulsion
(see Fig.2.2). The Wave Glider (WG) autonomous vehicle [3]
completed in only 82 days a travel of 4000 km from Hawai’i to San
Diego, California. This vehicle is also equipped with solar panels to
power the on-board electronics, while the propulsion is achieved
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2.1 Introduction
Figure 2.2: Suntory Mermaid II
with a submerged multiple-wings system connected with the
surface float part through a cable (see Fig. 2.3). The idea
developed in this work is to combine the interesting and innovative
solutions included in these three systems, into a single hybrid AUV
characterized by the WG endurance, together with the typical
underwater exploration and navigation capabilities of AUVs and
GLIDERs. Therefore we investigate the design of an Underwater
Wave Glider (UWG) vehicle capable to combine the properties of
both AUV/GLIDER and WG vehicles into a single compact and
clean-energy powered system. Such UWG vehicle should be
equipped with solar panels, variable buoyancy links and
underwater hydrodynamic wings. It is worth mentioning that
commercial hybrid AUV/GLIDER vehicles [4] already exist but,
they suffer by the usual energy density problem and they can not
49
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Figure 2.3: Liquid Robotics Wave Glider
achieve complete autonomy and long endurance requirements. The
chapter is organized as follows. Next section presents the UWG
concept. In sections 2.3, 2.4 respectively the classic direct
kinematics and differential kinematics problems are addressed.
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2.2 The Undewater Wave Glider concept
Section 2.5 presents a novel Lagrangian approach to model the
forces acting on each part of the multi-body system. The proposed
model is simulated over typical wave profiles of the Mediterranean
sea in Section 2.6. In the last section some ongoing and future lines
of research are outlined.
2.2 The Undewater Wave Glider
concept
Considering the mentioned experiences of clean-energy powered
marine systems and the recent advances in the field of AUVs,
including oceanographic gliders, it becomes natural to investigate
the design of a UWG vehicle capable of combining the properties of
both AUV/GLIDER and WG vehicles into a single compact and
clean-energy powered system. In this chapter we consider the
control-oriented modeling of possible configurations of such a
vehicle. In particular, we consider an UWG that can change its
shape and consequently its operating mode (see Figure 2.4).
The dynamical model of torpedo-shaped underwater systems have
been established in the literature [5], and recently complex models
have been proposed for a hybrid class of AUV/GLIDER with variable
mass and Center of Gravity (CoG) [6]. However, during the WG
mode, since there are no variations of the overall mass and of the
CoG position, the resulting model can be derived from the standard
form of [5], with the exception of body-fluid interactions. In order to
derive a dynamical model for the longitudinal plane motion (surge,
heave and pitch), a Lagrangian approach is chosen.
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Figure 2.4: UWG operating modes
2.3 Direct Kinematics
The reference frames of the classic Denavit-Hartenberg (DH)
convention [7] are used and they are shown in Figure 2.5. The base
reference frame is assumed to be North-East-Down (NED)-like as
usual for the standard navigation frame in marine robotics. The
corresponding DH parameters for the UWG are summarized in
Table 1. Each row of the DH table represents a two-dimensional
roto-translation transformation of the kind:
T i−1i (d, θ, a, α) =
=

cos(θ) − cos(α) sin(θ) sin(α) sin(θ) a cos(θ)
sin(θ) cos(α) cos(θ) − sin(α) cos(θ) a sin(θ)
0 sin(α) cos(α) d
0 0 0 1
 . (2.1)
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2.3 Direct Kinematics
Figure 2.5: Reference frames of the UWG
d θ a α
0 pi/2 0 pi/2
pn 0 0 -pi/2
pd -pi/2 0 -pi/2
0 q1 a1 0
0 q2 -a2 0
0 q3 -a3 0
0 0 0 pi/2
Table 2.1: DH parameters for the UWG
Note that there exists an additional transformation to recover the
end-effector reference frame, which has origin coincident with the
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wing aerodynamic center, see Figure 2.6, which is the point where
all hydrodynamic forces, generated by the relative motion between
the wing and fluid, can be assumed to be applied.
Figure 2.6: End-effector reference frame
The end-effector position pbe and orientation R
b
e in the base frame
{b} are described by the transformation
T be (q) = T
b
1T
1
2 (pn)T
2
3 (pd)T
3
4 (q1)T
4
5 (q2)T
5
6 (q3)T
6
e =
=
[
Rbe(q) p
b
e(q)
0> 1
]
, (2.2)
where q = [pn, pd, q1, q2, q3]
> ∈ R5 is the vector of the generalized
positions and the final roto-translation T 6e is obtained by the extra
DH row with d6 = 0, θ6 = 0, a6 = 0, α6 = pi/2.
2.4 Differential Kinematics
To relate the velocities q˙ of the (virtual) joints to the velocity of a
particular point pb∗, the approach of the geometric Jacobian can be
used:
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2.4 Differential Kinematics
J b(q, pb∗) =
[(
JP1
JO1
)
· · ·
(
JPn
JOn
)]
, (2.3)
where
[
JPi
JOi
]
(q, pb∗) =

(
zi−1
0
)
if joint i is (P)(
zi−1 ∧ (pb∗ − pbi−1)
zi−1
)
if joint i is (R)
(2.4)
shows the different contributions in case of prismatic (P) joints or
rotational (R) ones. Based on the definition of the Jacobian matrix
(2.3), we have
vb∗(q, q˙) =
(
p˙b∗
ωb∗
)
= J b(q, pb∗)q˙, (2.5)
being p˙b∗ and ω
b
∗, respectively, the linear and the angular velocities
of the point pb∗.
Since the effects of the hydrodynamic parameters act on a single part
of the multi-body system, we have to consider the local velocities,
that, in a general frame {u}, are given by the equation
vu∗ (q, q˙) =
[
Rub 0
0 Rub
]
Jb(q, pb∗)q˙ = J
u
b (q)J
b(q, pb∗)q˙. (2.6)
Finally, we remark the duality property valid for a generalized force
f b∗ applied at the point p
b
∗, that corresponds to the joint generalized
force
τ(q, pb∗) = J
b(q, pb∗)
>f b∗ . (2.7)
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2.5 Vehicle Dynamics via Lagrangian
Modeling
The dynamics equations are here derived via a standard Lagrangian
approach, based on the differential equation
d
dt
(
∂L
∂q˙
)
−
(
∂L
∂q
)
+
(
∂Fd
∂q˙
)
= τ>, (2.8)
where L = T −U is the Lagrangian function, T is the kinetic energy,
U is the potential energy, q is the configuration vector, τ is the
vector of the generalized forces and Fd is a Rayleigh-like dissipation
function, used to model the viscous effects acting on the serial-chain
joints.
To model the dynamics of a vehicle moving in a fluid, also added
masses, hydrodynamic damping effects and restoring forces have to
be considered as shown in the next subsections.
Remark 5 The hydrodynamic forces, the wave potential and the
generalized forces generated by the wings are included in the term
τ . This is an interesting novelty because the hydrodynamic affects
of each body part, in terms of added masses and centripetal
contributions [5], are considered as applied in each local reference
frame and then projected into the whole body.
The hydrodynamic forces on each body part are then modeled
following the classic analytical approach of [8]. The same approach
is used for the generalized forces generated by the underwater wing.
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2.5 Vehicle Dynamics via Lagrangian Modeling
2.5.1 Kinetic Energy
Let pbmi be the centre of mass of the link i, having mass mi and inertia
Ijmi with respect to the reference frame {j}. The kinetic energy of
the link i is
Ti(q, q˙) = 1
2
miq˙
>
i J
∗
Pi(q, p
b
mi)
>J∗Pi(q, p
b
mi)q˙ +
+
1
2
q˙>i J
∗
Oi(q, p
b
mi)
>Rbi(q)I
i
miR
b
i(q)
>J∗Pi(q, p
b
mi)q˙. (2.9)
The notation J∗i indicates that the Jacobian takes into account the
contributions up to the link i of the serial chain.
Remark 6 Note that the first two joints are modeled as virtual, in
fact they have null masses and inertias.
Finally, the total kinetic energy is obtained by summing all the
contributions of the single links:
T (q, q˙) =
5∑
i=1
Ti(q, q˙). (2.10)
2.5.2 Potential Energy
The potential energy describes the effects of restoring forces, such as
buoyancy and gravity, and additional terms due to the wave-body
contact. In particular, the potential energy of the link i is
Ui(q) = (ρVi −mi)gb >0 zbmi, (2.11)
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where gb >0 = [0, 0, g]
>, g is the gravity acceleration, Vi is the
volume of the link i, ρ is the fluid density.
The wave potential energy is modeled as a two-springs system, one
acting on the (vertical) heave axis and one along the pitch axis,
because it is quite natural to assume that the vehicle is not rigidly
constrained on the sea surface. Therefore the potential energy of the
waves can be modeled as follows.
Uw(fw) = 1
2
kd(p
b
d − f bd)2 +
1
2
k1(q1 − f1)2, (2.12)
where kd, k1 are positive constants to be identified and
fw =
[
f bd , f1
]>
are functions describing the chosen wave
characteristics.
A realistic way of modeling the wave profile is given by considering
a sinusoidal wave of amplitude Aw and frequency ωw/(2pi):
f bd(t) = Aw sin(ωwt), f1(t) = arctan (Awωw cos(ωwt)) . (2.13)
Obviously, the total potential energy is given by the sum
U(q, fw) = Uw(fw) +
5∑
i=1
Ui(q). (2.14)
2.5.3 Drag Modeling
The viscous friction acting on the joints is modeled as a linear
function of the joints velocities:
Dq q˙ =
(
∂Fd
∂q˙
)>
. (2.15)
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2.5 Vehicle Dynamics via Lagrangian Modeling
The hydrodynamic effects acting on the ith body part can be
represented in a linear form as:
τh = −
(
J iq˙
T
(pbmi, q)DhiJ
i
bJ
∗(pbmi, q)q˙
)
= −Dhi(q)q˙. (2.16)
Remark 7 The description of the hydrodynamic drag Dhi(q) of the
ith link is directly provided in its local reference frame. This
technique simplifies the modeling effort, since the single
hydrodynamic contribution can be efficiently computed using a
standard finite-element-analysis approach.
Remark 8 Since it is expected that the UWG navigates at the sea
surface with low speeds, it is possible to assume that the body-fluid
relative motion is dominated by a laminar flow. This assumption
simplifies the drag characterization of each link.
2.5.4 Dynamical Model
Considering the contributions shown in the previous subsections, the
following dynamic multi-body model can be derived.
B(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙ +D(q, q˙)q˙ + g(q, fw) = τ + J
b(q, pbe)
>f be , (2.17)
where the drag matrix has a constant term and a linear one, namely
D(q, q˙) = Dq +Dh(q).
In the dynamics equation (2.17), the end-effector wrench generated
by the wing f be
(
Rbe, R
b
w, v
b
e, vw
)
is actually due to the end-effector
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orientation Rbe and velocity v
b
e, besides the wave front orientation R
b
e
and velocity vw.
2.6 Simulation
The adopted control strategy reflects the specification of having a
clean-energy powered vehicle. In fact, here the vehicle is passively
controlled during WG mode and the exceeding energy can be
collected as in [3] to recharge the batteries. Therefore, the use of
solar panels and the conversion of the wave potential energy
provide an ideally unlimited endurance for the UWG.
The simulation parameters introduced in the previous sections are
shown in Table 2.2. The hydrodynamics contribution, in terms of
added masses and drag was computed by considering a prolate
ellipsoidal approximation of each body part. It is well known that
the ellipsoid can be described by:
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
= 1
and a prolate ellipsoid is a particular case where c = b and a > b.
Choosing this particular approximation, it turns out that [11]:
Xu˙ = − α0
2− α0m
Yv˙ = Zw˙ = − β0
2− β0m
Kp˙ = 0
Nr˙ = Mq˙ = −1
5
(b2 − a2)2(α0 − β0)
2(b2 − a2) + (b2 + a2)(β0 − α0)
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2.6 Simulation
UWG Rigid-Body Specification
Environment
ρ 1025 [Kg/m3]
g 9.8 [m/s2]
Geometry
a1 2 [m]
a2 1 [m]
a3 0.4 [m]
V1 0.021 [m
3]
V2 0.010 [m
3]
V3 0.001 [m
3]
Rigid-Body
pm1 1 [m]
pm2 0.5 [m]
pm3 0.2 [m]
Im1 diag(0.0371, 3.8054, 3.8054) [kg m
2]
Im2 diag(0.0227, 0.5899, 0.5899) [kg m
2]
Im3 diag(0.0003, 0.0070, 0.0070) [kg m
2]
Joints Drag Dq 10
−1diag(0, 0, 0.01, 5, 0.5) [kg m2/s]
Table 2.2: Rigid-Body parameters for the UWG
where m is the mass of the prolate ellipsoid and
α0 =
2(1− 2)
3
(
1
2
ln
1 + 
1−  − 
)
β0 =
1
2
− 1− 
2
23
ln
1 + 
1− 
computed by considering the eccentricity  = 1 − (b/a)2. Based on
these results, we can easily combine the previous equation to get the
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following added-mass matrix Ma:
Ma =
(
M lina 0
0 Manga
)
= −
(
diag(Xu˙, Yv˙, Zw˙) 0
0 diag(Kp˙,Mq˙, Nr˙)
)
The hydrodynamic drag, due to the expected low-speed motion was
approximated with the model proposed in [8]. In particular, defining:
Du = 16piκa
3
(1 + 2)L− 2
Dv = Dw = 32piκa
3
(32 − 1)L+ 2
Dp =
32
3
piκa3
3
(1− 2)((1 + 2)L− 2)
Dr = Dq =
Dp
1− 2
with L = ln 1+
1− and κ = 1.05 · 10−3[Ns/m2] an estimated value of
the sea water viscosity, we can compute the drag matrix D as:
D =
(
Dlin 0
0 Dang
)
=
(
diag(Du, Dv, Dw) 0
0 diag(Dp, Dq, Dr)
)
For the proposed UWG vehicle, the correspondent added-masses
and drag are reported in Tab. 2.3 while initial conditions and wave
profiles are specified in Tab. 2.4.
The passive control strategy for the wave glider configuration is
simulated over the typical wave profiles of the Mediterranean sea
[9]. In the case shown in Figure 2.7, after the initial transient, the
UWG navigates over a wave profile of amplitude of 0.5 m and
frequency of 0.1 Hz.
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2.6 Simulation
UWG Hydrodynamics Specification
Added
Masses
M lina1 diag(0.3852, 18.1942, 18.1942) [kg]
Manga1 diag(0, 3.3725, 3.3725) [kg m
2]
M lina2 diag(0.6692, 10.3713, 10.3713) [kg]
Manga2 diag(0, 0.4194, 0.4194) [kg m
2]
M lina3 diag(0.0543, 0.7538, 0.7538) [kg]
Manga3 diag(0, 0.0048, 0.0048) [kg m
2]
Drag
Dlin1 diag(5.3470, 7.7075, 7.7075) [kg/s]
Dang1 diag(0.0348, 3.5647, 3.5647) [kg m/s]
Dlin2 diag(3.5946, 4.7848, 4.7848) [kg/s]
Dang2 diag(0.0233, 0.5991, 0.5991) [kg m/s]
Dlin3 diag(1.4866, 1.9604, 1.9604) [kg/s]
Dang3 diag(0.0018, 0.0396, 0.0396) [kg m/s]
Table 2.3: Hydrodynamics parameters for the UWG
Simulator Initial Conditions
q(0) [0, 0, 0, pi/2,−pi/2]′> [m,m,rad,rad,rad]>
q˙(0) ≈ 0> [m,m,rad,rad,rad]>/s
Wave Profile and Parameters
K1 310 [J/m
2]
Kd 310 [J/m
2]
ωw 2pi/10 [rad/s]
Aw 0.5 [m]
Table 2.4: Simulator and Wave parameters for the UWG
The vehicle floating part is chosen with an ellipsoidal shape with
major axis width of 1 m. A two-wings configuration, based on the
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NACA 0009 profile [10], having a dimension of (0.3 × 0.5)m for
each wing, is used.
The numerical simulation shows a surge speed of about 1 knot, which
is comparable with the declared speeds of the Wave Glider [3] in
similar sea waves conditions.
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Figure 2.7: Surge speed and heave position
2.7 Conclusion
A Lagrangian modeling approach is described for a novel class of
hybrid Underwater Wave Gliders. The benefit of the proposed
vehicle design is that it can accomplish autonomously both surface
and underwater missions with an ideally unlimited endurance.
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2.7 Conclusion
Within this concept, the exploitation of the wave potential force is
fundamental for achieving full autonomy. This work may be
continued in many directions. An ongoing line of research is
focused on the optimization of the shape parameters of the vehicle,
e.g. to maximize the nominal speed in wave glider mode. In
addition, the vehicle could be passively controlled in the wave
gliding mode using flexible joints, and the energy could be collected
to recharge the on-board batteries.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid Underwater/Surface
Model
This chapter is dedicated to the hybrid Underwater/Surface model,
in particular a novel technique will be presented to simulate
vehicles floating at sea surface and to provide access to
time-varying sea-wave induced effects. Simulation of hybrid
motion, considering the Mediterranean sea profile are also reported.
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, the existence of new clean
sea-wave powered systems [2],[3],[4] requires a more precise
characterization of the systems response in presence of sea-wave
dependent excitation forces. In addition, concept hybrid
surface/underwater vehicles proposed recently [7] can exploit
sea-wave energy conversion feature to improve performances and
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time endurance. Clearly hybrid vehicles could overcome existing
solutions, due to the capability to extract alternative energy while
performing working activities. This delicate feature depends on the
time-varying effects involving the floating body moving over the sea
surface. A general problem affecting this class of vehicles is that
modeling their hybrid nature is not straightforward.
In fact there exist a gap in modeling those hybrid vehicles: an
underwater vehicle can be effectively characterized using ordinary
differential equation [5] and a sea-surface dynamical effects can be
incorporated using force/motion response amplitude operators
(RAO) model [11].
It is worth to mention that usually underwater and surface models
differ even for the same vehicle. In particular, the surface model
depends on the considered sea wave spectra, while the underwater
model will take into account deep water effects only. Hence in
order to capture both underwater and surface effects and to
simulate accurately the dynamics of the hybrid vehicle class it is
necessary to perform a model transition.
This chapter will presents a technique to combine:
• classic underwater vehicle dynamic model
• linear time invariant surface model deriving from motion RAO
• planar progressive sea wave model
through the introduction of virtual controls performing model
transition (see Fig. 3.1). In particular, section 3.2 describes the
underwater and the surface vehicle model used within the scope of
this study. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present the virtual control law used
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3.2 Mathematical Models
Figure 3.1: Overview of the proposed technique.
to achieve model transition and the exciting input deriving from
the sea surface characterization, respectively. Finally sections 3.5
and 3.6 conclude with numerical simulation and conclusions.
3.2 Mathematical Models
In this section, the following models will be analysed:
• Underwater Vehicle Model: the non-linear model used during
underwater navigation;
• Surface Vehicle Model: the simplified linear time-invariant
(LTI) system used to model surface contact;
• Wave Model: the planar three dimensional model used to
describe analytically the sea surface.
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3.2.1 Underwater Model
Robotics systems navigating underwater are usually modelled
through ordinary differential equations. While gliders and hybrid
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), due to the exploitation
of mass and center of gravity variations, can be model with
sophisticated non-linear models [6], classic AUVs are usually
modelled as follows [5]:
η˙ = J(η)ν (3.1)
Mν˙ + C(ν)ν +D(ν)ν + g(η) = τ + d (3.2)
where the Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) represent the kinematic and kinetic
contribution, respectively. In particular, η =
(
pn q
)T
contains
information about the position pn ∈ R3 expressed in the NED1-like
navigation frame < n > and the attitude of the vehicles represented,
for instance, by the unit-quaternion q =
(
ξ T
)T
, ξ ∈ R,  ∈ R3.
The matrix J(q), usually referred as Jacobian, is used to map the
body velocities ν =
(
vb wbn/b
)T
, vb ∈ R3, wb ∈ R3, expressed in
the body-fixed reference frame < b >, into navigation velocities and
attitude variation, in particular:
p˙n = Rnb (q)v
b (3.3)
q˙ =
1
2
(
−T
ξI3×3 + S()
)
wbn/b = Tq(q)w
b
n/b (3.4)
where Rnb (q) is the rotation matrix describing the orientation of the
body reference frame with respect to the navigation one. Note
1North East Down
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3.2 Mathematical Models
that, in the previous equation, vb is intended as linear velocity
while wbn/b represents the relative velocity between the body and
the navigation frame expressed in the body reference frame. The
Eq. (3.2) is used to model forces and moments acting on the
submerged body. In particular we can distinguish the masses,
moment of inertia and added-masses contribution in terms of
generalized mass and centripetal-Coriolis effects through the terms
M,C(·), respectively. The hydrodynamic drag D(·) and restoring
forces, such as gravity and buoyancy g(·), and finally the external
generalized forces τ and disturbance d, expressed in the frame
< b >. Clearly this model, widely used in control and observer
synthesis, becomes less effective as soon the robot is moving close
to the surface, due to the missing information about waves and
difference in fluid-body interaction, such as time-varying water
speed profile which naturally will affects drags and performances.
3.2.2 Surface Model
Surface rigid-body motion characterization is usually obtained by
using finite element (FEM) analysis and available naval engineering
software. A classic measure of the vehicle response during surface
motion is usually provided by the Response Amplitude Operator
(RAO), which is a set of transfer functions describing the frequency
response of the body with respect to incident waves. The RAO
models are dependent on the wave spectrum and the numerical
estimation of the frequency responses usually yields to high-order
system characterization. In the following we are going to
approximate RAO models, extracted from FEM, with first order
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transfer functions in order to include frequency domain
specifications such as cut-off frequencies. In particular, we assume
that the response of the vehicle floating on the sea surface is
governed by the following differential equations:
p¨n +Kpp˙
n = Kpup, Kp  0 (3.5)
w˙bn/b +Kww
b
n/b = Kwuw, Kw  0 (3.6)
which characterize a dissipative dynamics with respect to the
velocities p˙n and wbn/b. Cut-off frequencies Kp and Kw can be used
to includes frequency domain specifications within this setup. Note
that in Eq. (3.5)-(3.6), the linear motion is described into the
navigation frame < n > while the angular motion is described into
the body frame < b >.
3.2.3 Wave Model
There exist many different techniques to model sea waves in
literature. We can distinguish different approaches and different
level of complexity. With a-priori knowledge of ocean wave
spectrum, for instance through statistical information,
Fourier-Transformation based simulations provide very realistic
results, at the price of high computational requirement. This
approach is typically used in Computer Science [8]. Other
techniques, involving non-linear complex models coming from
physics literature [9]. Within the scope of this study, we will
consider the planar progressive wave-model [10] in order to obtain
a tractable analytical result.
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3.2 Mathematical Models
Plane Progressive Single Wave Model
Accordingly with [10], a plane progressive wave, having a frequency
ω ∈ R and a phase speed Vp, subject to gravity acceleration g ∈ R,
can be modelled as:
zs(t, x) = A cos(kxs − ωt) (3.7)
where A ∈ R is the wave amplitude, xs ∈ R is the horizontal position,
t ∈ R+ is the time, k is the wavenumber and zs ∈ R is the free-surface
elevation. The Eq. (3.7) is referred to the surface reference frame
< s > (see Fig. 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Surface Reference Frame and Progressive Planar Wave
Note that using this simplified model, there exists a series of
constraints relating the wave parameters, in particular:
k =
2pi
λ
=
ω2
g
(3.8)
Vp =
ω
k
=
g
ω
=
√
g
k
(3.9)
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where λ ∈ R is the wavelength. In addition, we can define a velocity
potential φ(xs, hs, t) occurring at elevation hs and position xs as:
φs =
gA
ω
ekh
s
sin(kxs − ωt) (3.10)
Based on this well known result, we can compute locally the
longitudinal fluid velocity us and the vertical fluid velocity vs as
follows:
us =
∂φ
∂xs
= ωAekh
s
cos(kxs − ωt) (3.11)
vs =
∂φ
∂hs
= ωAekh
s
sin(kxs − ωt) (3.12)
which exhibit an exponential decreasing of the speed effects with
respect to increasing depth. (see Fig.3.3).
3D Plane Progressive Waves Model
A vehicle moving in a three dimensional environment could be
excited by multiple planar waves acting on different axes.
Combining waves to create a 3D surface is an hard task and can be
performed using numerical and analytical methods. Here we
propose a time-based simplified approach to combine multiple
planar waves using linear combination, in order to obtain a
tractable analytical model. Let us assume, as shown in Fig. 3.4,
that the surface reference frame < si > of the i-th wave is rotated
of a certain angle θi ∈ R around the zs axis of the global surface
reference frame < s >. Then it is possible to decompose navigation
coordinates into each reference frame < si > using the rotation
matrix Rnsi defined as follows:
Rnsi = R
n
sR
s
si, R
n
s = Rx(pi), R
s
si
= Rz(θi) (3.13)
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3.2 Mathematical Models
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Figure 3.3: Fluid Speed Profile at 0.25m below the sea surface.
This coordinate transformation becomes crucial to compute the
position wave state pnw defined as follows:
pnw =
(
I2×2, 0
0 01×1
)
pn+
N∑
i=1
Rnsi
[(
02×1
1
)
⊗ Ai cos (kixsi − ωit)
]
(3.14)
where xsi =
(
1 0 0
)
Rsin p
n is the projection of the position pn
into the i-th surface reference frame < si > and the symbol ⊗
identifies the Kronecker product.
Note that the wave state pnw depends on the time t and on the
vehicle position pn, in particular this new state represents the
position of the sea surface correspondent to the vehicle position pn.
The importance of such new state emerges by considering the
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Figure 3.4: Multiple Planar Waves - Local Reference Frame < si >
difference p˜ = pn − pnw, which goes to zero as soon the vehicle
position follows the sea surface profile.
The same idea can be easily extended to the angular wave state, in
particular we are going to define the reference frame
Rnw =
(
xnw y
n
w z
n
w
)
which will be used to identify the
orientation of the sea surface tangent plane (see Fig. 3.5). At any
time t, it is possible to evaluate the normal vector to the surface
and the correspondent versor znw as:
znw =
Zw
‖Zw‖ , Zw =
∂pnw
∂pn
. (3.15)
then the reference frame is completed by exploiting the knowledge
of the vehicle attitude, represented by the rotation matrix Rnb =
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3.2 Mathematical Models
Figure 3.5: Surface Tangent Plane and correspondent Reference
Frame Rnw.
(
xnb y
n
b z
n
b
)
as follows:
ynw =
Yw
‖Yw‖ , Yw = z
n
w ∧ xnb (3.16)
xnw = y
n
w ∧ znw (3.17)
where the operator a ∧ b = S(a)b, (a, b) ∈ R3 indicates the cross
product. It is relevant to underline that there exist a strict
dependence between surface tangent plane orientation, body
attitude and vehicle position. As it happened for the position wave
state, the vehicle will follow the surface profile, in terms of
orientation, as soon the rotation matrix:
Rwb = (R
n
w)
T Rnb → I3×3 (3.18)
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Finally, the fluid speed profile vnw, could be extracted as well as
superimposition of multiple waves as follows:
vnw =
N∑
i=1
Rnsi
ωiAiekihsi
 cos(kxsi − ωit)0
cos(kxsi − ωit)

 (3.19)
In Fig.3.6 is depicted the resulting virtual environment constructed
by applying the previous results.
Figure 3.6: Three Dimensional Waves Surface
3.3 Virtual Control
In this section we present a technique to perform model transition
between underwater and a surface vehicle model. In particular, we
will consider the generalized force τ acting on model (3.2) composed
of two different parts:
• The external forces/moments contribution τext
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3.3 Virtual Control
• The virtual control responsable of model overloading τw
Since we would like to replace the underwater dynamics with the
surface one, the following control law is suggested:
τw = C(ν)ν +D(ν)ν + g(η) +Mτdec (3.20)
The resulting decoupled model, with τdec = [τlin, τang]
T ∈ R6, is
described by the following equation:
ν˙ = τdec (3.21)
Recalling that we choose a particular class of surface model and the
linear velocity and its time derivative satisfy the following equalities:
p˙n = Rnb v
b, v˙b = Rbn
(
p¨n −RnbS(wbn/b)vb
)
then we apply, to the decoupled model, the following control law:
τdec =
( −S(wbn/b)vb +Rbn (−Kp (p˙n − up))
−Kw
(
wbn/b − uw
) )
to obtain as result the dynamics:(
p¨n
w˙bn/b
)
+
(
Kp 0
0 Kw
)(
p˙n
wbn/b
)
=
=
(
Kp 0
0 Kw
)(
up
uw
)
(3.22)
which is the surface model we choose in the previous sections. Note
that the new system inputs up ∈ R3, uw ∈ R3 should incorporate all
the surface effects, such as floating forces or disturbances induced
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by the waves motion. Recalling that after a transient time,
dependent by the cut-off frequency chosen in the previous model,
the system will respond with unit gain and a certain phase, to all
the reference velocities up, uw belonging to the bandwith, the
problem is now related to the definition of such new design
variables.
3.3.1 Model Transition Process
The previous control, as we said, will masquerade the underwater
dynamics to replace the surface one. Applying an hybrid transition,
i.e. on/off commutation of virtual control, yields to discontinuities
and poor results. To handle this delicate process, we weight the
virtual control using the following function:
α = e−β‖p˜‖
2
, β ∈ R, β > 0 (3.23)
The results of this smooth transition method are presented in
section 3.5. For what concern the external generalized forces τext, it
is possible to inject their contribution into the surface model by
considering:
τ¯w = τw − τext(
u¯p
u¯w
)
=
(
up
uw
)
+ Sτ
(
(Rnb )
T 0
0 I3×3
)
τext
with Sτ a proper scaling matrix to be identified. Hence the last
problem is induced by the generation of the control references u¯i
which represent the effect of the sea-surface interaction.
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3.4 Virtual Control Reference
Recalling that a vehicle lying on the sea surface generated by the
previous 3D model must satisfy the following conditions:
• p˜ = pn − pnw
• (Rnw)T Rnb → I3×3
then we can apply classic Lyapunov control theory to find suitable
reference velocities up, uw to be applied to the surface model (3.22).
3.4.1 Position Control
Let us define the following Lyapunov function:
V (p˜) = p˜T p˜ > 0, ∀p˜ 6= 0 (3.24)
Taking its the time-derivative:
V˙ (p˜) = p˜ (p˙n − p˙nw) (3.25)
than we can choose that the desired linear velocity as:
up = p˙
n
w −Kup p˜, Kup  0 (3.26)
Once that the system reaches the steady state condition (up = p˙
n),
the time derivative (3.25) will become negative definite, in particular:
pn → up ⇒ V˙ (p˜)→ −p˜TKup p˜ < 0 (3.27)
Note that, as result of our wave model choice, we can always compute
p˙nw analytically, in particular:
p˙nw =
∂pnw
∂pn
p˙n +
∂pnw
∂t
(3.28)
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3.4.2 Angular Control
For the angular velocity, we would like to align the body to the
reference system described by Rnw. This is achieved by considering
the unit quaternion q˜ = [ρe, e]
T ∈ R4 associated to the attitude error
matrix R˜ = (Rnw)
T Rnb = R
w
b . In fact, by considering the Lyapunov
function:
V (e) = (1− ρe)2 + Te e (3.29)
Taking the time derivative and recalling that ∀x ∈ R3, xTS(x) = 0T :
V˙ (e) = −2(1− ρe)ρ˙e + 2Te ˙e
= (1− ρe)
(
Te w˜
)
+ Te (ρeI3×3 + S(e)) w˜
= Te w˜ (3.30)
where w˜ = wbw/b = w
b
n/b − Rbnwnn/w, represents the relative velocity
between the body and the wave expressed in the navigation reference
frame, then choosing the following angular reference speed:
uw = R
b
nw
n
n/w −Kuwe (3.31)
As it happened for the linear speed, as soon the system reaches
the steady state condition (uw = w
b
w/b), the time derivative (3.25)
becomes:
V˙ (e) = −TeKuwe ≤ 0, ∀νp ∈ R (3.32)
which is a negative semi-definite form. However, since for T → 0T :
Rwb (q˜) = R
n
w
TRnb = I3×3 + 2ρeS(e) + 2S
2(e)→ I3×3 (3.33)
which implies that Rnb = R
n
w then we can apply the
Lasalle-Krasosky lemma to conclude that the equilibrium point
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3.5 Simulation Results
eT =
[±1, 0T ] is asymptotically stable. Note that, based on the
construction of the reference frame Rnw, we can always compute the
angular speed wnn/w analytically. In fact, recalling that
Rnw =
(
xnw y
n
w z
n
w
)
, the time derivative of the versors is
obtained by exploiting kinematics of vehicle as follows:
x˙nw =
∂xnw
∂q
q˙ +
∂xnw
∂pn
p˙n +
∂xnw
∂t
(3.34)
y˙nw =
∂ynw
∂q
q˙ +
∂ynw
∂pn
p˙n +
∂ynw
∂t
(3.35)
z˙nw =
∂znw
∂q
q˙ +
∂znw
∂pn
p˙n +
∂znw
∂t
(3.36)
And since the time derivative R˙nw of the rotation matrix R
n
w will also
satisfy the following identity:
R˙nw = R
n
wS(w
w
n/w) = S(w
n
n/w)R
n
w (3.37)
then we can extract the angular speed wnn/w, we exploiting a
particular property of rotation matrices, which is (Rnw)
T Rnw = I3×3,
obtaining as result:
R˙nwR
w
n = S(w
n
n/w) → wnn/w = vex
(
R˙nwR
w
n
)
(3.38)
where the operator vext(·) is related to the cross product operator
as follows:
a∧ = S(a), vex(S(a)) = a, ∀a ∈ R3 (3.39)
3.5 Simulation Results
The proposed modeling approach was simulated using parameters
specified in Tab. 3.1. In particular, this scenario includes two waves
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Simulation Parameters
Waves (N=2)
Amplitude Ai [0.5, 0.1]
T m
Wave Length λi [25, 1.5]
T m
Wave Direction θi [0, pi/2]
T rad
Response Model
Kp 10I3×3 rad/s
Kw diag(1, 10, 1) rad/s
Virtual Control
Kup 10
Kuw 25
Control Weight β 1
Table 3.1: Simulator Parameters
with orthogonal axes: a low frequency wave (λ1 = 25m) along the
north axis (θ1 = 0rad) and an high frequency wave (λ2 = 1.5m)
along the east axis (θ2 = pi/2rad). The positive buoyant body,
starting from the initial position pn = [0, 0, 5]Tm will surface slowly.
By imposing a low pass characteristic for the surface model, with a
cut frequency Kw = diag(1, 10, 1)rad/s we expect to be less sensitive
to roll variation with respect to the pitch one. In fact, the Fig. 3.7
and 3.8 shown that the previous virtual control perform the model
tracking correctly. In Fig. 3.9 you can see the model transition
factor α(p˜).
3.6 Conclusion
A time-based analytical method was proposed to achieve the
transition between underwater and surface numerical models, using
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Figure 3.7: Floating Motion: Vertical error and corresponding
reference speed up.
overloading technique and smooth transition weighting function.
The results obtained with numerical simulation shown that the
proposed technique, while including important feature of surface
model, such as frequency domain specification extracted from RAO
analysis, it can be used efficiently with a small number of waves. In
addition a time-based approach can provide easily time-varying
information, such as fluid speed profile, which become relevant in
the study of new hybrid surface/underwater vehicle and in general
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for wave-powered systems.
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Figure 3.9: Model Transition Factor α(p˜).
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Chapter 4
Innovative
Control-Allocation Method
for a class of Marine Vessels
This chapter is dedicated to the control-allocation techniques. Two
novel methods will be presented, together with a case study
referring to a quite diffused class of marine vessels. Applicability of
such new methods is dependent on the capability to use actuators
independently, therefore it is desirable that through drive-by-wire
systems, those method will affect considerably the maneuvering of
a large class of marine vehicles.
4.1 Introduction
In vehicle control theory, the capability to accomplish a task, such
as keeping a desired position and attitude, following a path or
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rejecting a sea current, is subject to the ability to generate proper
forces and moments through the available set of actuators. With
respect to the classic control-loop scheme depicted in Fig. 4.1, the
Figure 4.1: Control-Loop Scheme.
control-allocation system, is responsable to decompose the
generalized force τ ∈ Rn, which is a collection of forces and
moments to be applied, over a set of actuators through a proper
configuration u ∈ U ⊆ Rp. Since there exists many actuators in
marine systems, for instance longitudinal, vertical and transversal
thrusters, azimuth thrusters, jet-pumps, Voith-Schneider propellers
and many others, a general formulation of the allocated generalized
forces can be described as [1]:
τ = B(α)f (4.1)
where the actuator configuration is determined by the couple u =
(f, α) ∈ U and the matrix B(α) ∈ Rn×p determines if the system is
over/under actuated. The control-allocation problem is feasible if:
∃u∗ = (α∗, f ∗) ∈ U : τ = B(α∗)f ∗
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4.1 Introduction
In general, the previous feasibility problem is replaced by a
constrained optimization problem involving some measure of the
error τ˜ = τ −B(α)f :
min
u
, J(τ˜ , u), subject to: u ∈ U (4.2)
The research interest on the problem stems from the fact that is in
general non-linear and constrained, therefore, while it is not
possible in general to obtain closed form solutions, different
techniques and methods can be applied to obtain improvements in
computational time and robustness. A singular values
decomposition (SVD) approach was combined with low-pass
filtering to control multiple azimuth thrusters in [3]. The author in
addition presents an interesting approach to avoid allocation
singularities based on the spectral analysis of the matrix B(α), in
particular by exploiting the knowledge of the singular values
σ(B(α)). A damped-least-square (DLS) approach, presented by [5],
was used to drive a linearized version of the non-linear control
allocation problem. A sequential quadratic programming (QP)
approach, presented by [6], combined robustness with respect to
singularity conditions with a constrained computational-time
oriented method, suitable to be executed in a real-time fashion.
Another interesting approach, based on the non-linear formulation,
was proposed in terms of Lyapunov control functions by [7]. Due to
the large set of application systems, involving ships, floating
platforms, underwater robots and many other systems, with their
correspondent sets of actuators, the allocation problem may give
origin to very specific subproblems. A very interesting survey,
which includes also the case of non-rotable actuators can be found
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in in [2].
This chapter will investigate the control allocation problem for a
specific class of a vehicles, in particular, small size vessels (length
less than 12m) equipped with two non-fully rotable thrusters.
There exist different reasons to focus on small size vessels, first of
all, as shown by the Italian Ministery of Transportation through a
statistical analysis (see Tab. 4.1 and Fig. 4.3) relative to the
registered engine-equipped vessels (up to the december 2010), this
class represents more than 50% of the entire navigating vehicles.
The two non-fully rotable thrusters setup is a very diffused
actuators configuration for the vessel class under investigation (see
Fig. 4.2). In fact, while it represents a minimalistic setup, it
Figure 4.2: Vessel with Two Outboard Engines
guarantees the capability to generate pure lateral force or pure
moment along yaw axis, which is a desired feature especially with
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4.1 Introduction
respect to slow speed maneuvers. In addition, it is expected that
new methodologies of actuation, in particular drive-by-wire
solution and electric engine, will affect the market considerably,
transforming these new control-oriented methods effective in daily
navigation.
From an industrial point of view, the step ahead will consist to
avoid to control those actuators, usually outboard engines, in a
synchronized fashion, as it happens normally, and to associate to
the classic steering systems new human device interfaces (such as
joysticks) and appropriate electronic control systems.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of Vessel with respect to length. Source:
Italian Minister of Transportation, Nautical Report 2010.
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Vessel Length
< 10m 10m÷ 12m 12m÷ 18m 18m÷ 24m > 24m
33.713 13.814 13.351 2.311 248
Table 4.1: Distribution of Vessel with respect to length. Source:
Italian Minister of Transportation, Nautical Report 2010.
Since the control allocation problem is quite general, we want to
distinguish two particular class of force/moment requests:
• a request coming from an upper-layer controller (ULC), such
as cruise/speed control, dynamic positioning systems, etc.
• a request coming from a human-device-interface (HID) system,
usually adopted in manual control of navigation
These two class could be different in terms of reference magnitude.
In particular we will associate the previous two scenarios with two
different reference classes:
• ULC → unbounded reference
• HID → norm-∞ bounded reference
For a generic vehicle, these two classes of reference inputs can be
coexistent or not. Usually, small scale boats are not equipped with
ULC, while could be easily equipped with cheap HID systems. For
this reason we investigate the existence of a low-computational
(low-cost) oriented method to convert norm-∞ bounded references
into control-allocation system requests.
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4.2 Control-Allocation Problem Formulation
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section n.4.2 the control
allocation problem, for the studied class of vehicles, is presented.
In Section n.4.3 the QP method of [6] is extended and used as
ULC-oriented control allocation method. In Section n.4.4 a
parametric HID-oriented control allocation method is formulated.
Finally, conclusions are included in Section n.4.5.
4.2 Control-Allocation Problem
Formulation
We will focus on a classic, common and widely used system: a vessel
equipped with a couple of orientable thrusters (for instance outboard
engines) (see Fig. 4.4). In a 2D configuration, these actuators are
Figure 4.4: Vessels Class under investigation.
located at point rbi = −[ox,±oy]T ∈ R2 with respect to the body
reference frame centre Ob ∈ R2 and each one is able to produce a
thrust fi ∈ R applied at a certain angle αi. These force can be
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decomposed in the body reference frame as:
F bi =
(
cos(αi) −sin(αi)
sin(αi) cos(αi)
)(
fi
0
)
(4.3)
and a moment with respect to the center Ob obtained using the
cross-product:
M bi = r
b
i ∧ F bi (4.4)
The set of the forces F bi and moments M
b
i , for a given geometric
configuration P , allows to write the vector of generalized forces as:
τ(fi, θi,P) =
2∑
i=2
(
F bi
M bi
)
, P = [ox, oy] (4.5)
By comparison of (4.5) with (4.1), and considering that the system
has three degrees of freedom (surge, sway an yaw), we can identify
the following components:
B(α,P) =
 1 0 1 00 1 0 1
oy −ox −oy −ox


cos(α1) 0
sin(α1) 0
0 cos(α2)
0 sin(α2)
 (4.6)
fT =
(
f1 f2
)
, αT =
(
α1 α2
)
(4.7)
As we discussed in the previous section, the control-allocation
problem is formulated as follows:
• ULC-Oriented: provided a τ ∈ R3 find a suitable solution of
the optimization problem (4.2).
• HID-Oriented: provided a reference γ ∈ Γ ⊂ R3, find a suitable
actuator configuration u∗ ∈ U such that:
τ(γ) = B(α,P)f (4.8)
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4.3 ULC-Oriented Control Allocation
In this section, a sequential QP problem will be formulated to solve
the UCL-oriented control allocation problem. The proposed result
extends the QP formulation of [6] by introducing an extra term which
improves robustness and reference tracking.
4.3.1 Original QP Formulation
The original QP problem was derived by the following non-linear
constrained optimization problem:
min
α,f,s
(∑
i
Wi(fi) + s
TQs+ (α− α0)TΩ(α− αo)+
+
ρ
+ det(B(α,P)TB(α,P))
)
(4.9)
subject to:
s = τ −B(α,P)f
fmin ≤ u ≤ fmax
αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax
∆αmin ≤ α− α0 ≤ ∆αmax
where the first term of the objective function is the sum of the power
consumptions Wi(fi) relative to each actuator, the second term is a
quadratic function (Q  0) of the slack variable s, the third term
is a quadratic function (Ω  0) penalizing the angles variation α −
α0 with respect to the current operating point and the last term,
with ρ ≥ 0,  > 0 is used to avoid allocation singularities. Note
that, the presence of the slack variables s ensures the feasibility of
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the optimization problem by relaxing the equality constraint τ =
B(α,P)f .
The QP problem is obtained in [6] by linearising the previous
problem around an operating point α = α0 + ∆α and f = f0 + ∆f .
The resulting QP formulation combines robustness by avoiding
allocation singularities and efficiency since the optimal solution can
be found using convex programming numerical solvers in a
real-time fashion ([4]).
4.3.2 Modified QP Formulation
For a ULC setup, it may happen that a generalized force τ does
not admit a correspondent actuator configuration solution u∗, as
reflected by the condition:
s = τ −B(α∗,P)f ∗ 6= 0 (4.10)
In this case, the resulting generalized force B(α∗,P)f ∗, obtained by
minimizing the 2-norm only, could be not aligned to the desired one.
In fact, while in the original QP formulation the magnitude problem
is taken into account by minimizing the quadratic term:
sTQs = (τ −B(α,P)f)T Q (τ −B(α,P)f) (4.11)
the alignment condition is never consider. This will affect the
solution in terms of axis-to-axis interference, especially during
saturation conditions.
To avoid this problem, we extend the original problem (4.9), by
adding a new extra optimization (slack) variable q ∈ R3 and the
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4.3 ULC-Oriented Control Allocation
following equality constraint:
q = S(τ)B(α,P)f (4.12)
where the operator S(·) is used to perform the cross-product. The
new objective will be modified by including the new extra quadratic
term qTWqq. In particular, minimizing the new cost function, will
force the solution u∗ to belong to the following set:
u ∈ {(αi, fi) ∈ U : B(α, ,P)f = κτ} , κ ∈ R
which represents a set of the scaled and aligned vectors of the
generalized forces. Roughly speaking, with the previous extra
constraint we enforce the solution to follow the ”control-direction”.
The resulting QP formulation, described by Eqs. (4.13-4.19), is
obtained through a linearisation of the modified optimization
problem around the operating point α = α0 + ∆α and f = f0 + ∆f .
min
∆α,∆f,s
{
∆αTWα∆α + ∆f
TWf∆f + s
TWss+ q
TWqq+
+
[
∂
∂α
(
ρ
+ det(B(α,P)TB(α,P))
)]
α=α0
∆α
}
(4.13)
subject to:
s = τ −B(α0,P)f0 − [∇ (B(α,P)f)]α=α0
f=f0
(
∆α
∆f
)
(4.14)
q = S(τ)B(α0,P)f0 + [∇ (S(τ)B(α,P)f)]α=α0
f=f0
(
∆α
∆f
)
(4.15)
αmin ≤ α0 + ∆α ≤ αmax (4.16)
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Simulation Parameters
Actuators Setup
P = (ox, oy) (1.5, 1)
(fmin, fmax) (−1, 1)
(αmin, αmax) (−pi/2, pi/2)
(∆fmin,∆fmax) (−0.1, 0.1)
(∆αmin, αmax) (−pi/8, pi/8)
QP Setup
Wf I2×2
Wα I2×2
Ws 2I3×3
Wq 1.8I3×3
(ρ, ) (1e−1, 1e−7)
Reference
τx 1.5(1− cos(0.1t))
τy 0.5 sin(0.1t)
τψ 0
Table 4.2: QP Methods Comparison - Simulation Parameters
fmin ≤ f0 + ∆f ≤ fmax (4.17)
∆fmin ≤ ∆f ≤ ∆fmax (4.18)
∆αmin ≤ ∆α ≤ ∆αmax (4.19)
The simulation parameters, such as the weighting matrices Wf  0,
Wα  0, Ws  0, Wq  0 and the the generalized force reference,
used for the QP methods comparison, are summarized in Tab. 4.2.
The slow varying (≈ 0.015Hz) reference was chosen to stress the
control allocation system to work close to the actuators saturation
condition.
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4.3 ULC-Oriented Control Allocation
In Fig. 4.5 is depicted the evolution of the generalized forces, solution
of the QP problems. In particular, by looking at the second and
the third axes, the advantage of the proposed solution with respect
to the axis-to-axis interference problem becomes clear. Fig. 4.6
shows the correspondent actuator configurations. The additional
alignment constraint (4.12), while providing evident benefits with
respect to reference tracking, during infeasibility condition pushes
the actuators far from the saturations.
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Figure 4.5: Generalized Force - Alignment Results
Finally, to perform a benchmark with respect to the two QP based
control allocation systems we adopt the well known Integral of
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Figure 4.6: Actuator Configurations ui, solution of QP problems.
Absolute value of Error (IAE), defined as:
IAEi =
∫ t
0
|τdi − τi|dt (4.20)
The resulting comparison for the proposed simulation setup,
presented in Fig. 4.7, shows that for a slight performance
decreasing with respect to the surge axis, which is usually
important during long-range navigation, we obtain a considerable
decoupling on the other axes, which are much important with
respect to slow motion maneuvering such as harbour approach,
slow-speed collision avoidance, dynamic positioning system
feedback, etc..
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Figure 4.7: IAE comparison - Normalized IAE measures of the
original and modified QP based control-allocation system. Lower
values indicate better performance.
A Challenging Motivating Example
To understand the importance of such a new multi-objective
parametric optimization, we compared the previous QP solution
with the new one in a more challenging scenario. In Fig. 4.8 and
4.9 the actuators configurations are shown. In particular, both
control-allocation methods provides feasible solutions.
Different results are obtained in terms of generalized forces. In
particular, by inspecting Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 it becomes clear the
effect of such new term during optimization. In fact during the
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Figure 4.8: QP Comparison - Old QP Approach - Resulting
Actuators Configuration. All the actuators configurations belong
to the feasible set of solutions.
simulation the system is stressed to produce not allocable
generalized forces. The previous QP approach forces the solution
to track reference, causing axes coupling, and the results shown
that this side-effect is responsable of performances degradation.
For instance, the resulting torque (third axis), which inherits this
problem, is affected by unexpected sign changes. The proposed QP
approach, during these stressing conditions, reduces axes coupling
and the resulting generalized force becomes coherent with the
control reference.
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Figure 4.9: QP Comparison - Novel QP Approach - Resulting
Actuators Configuration. All the actuators configurations belong
to the feasible set of solutions.
4.4 HID-Oriented Control Allocation
Usually full actuated vessel provides HID systems, such as a
joystick, to allow personnel to command generalized force directly.
In a realistic scenario, they use the HID system with the intention
to produce a force or a moment, without any knowledge of the real
magnitude, along a desired ”direction” correspondent to the
joystick configuration (position and/or rotation).
Let us define the command reference set:
Γ =
{
γ ∈ R3 : ‖γ‖∞ ≤ γ¯
}
(4.21)
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Figure 4.10: QP Comparison - Previous QP Approach - Resulting
Generalized Force. By forcing the 2-norm only, the axes become
coupled inevitably.
which is a hyper-box with vertex placed at±γ¯; then the first problem
consists into perform a conversion between any value γ ∈ Γ and a
generalized reference τ ∈ T belonging to a proper feasible set T .
4.4.1 Generalized-Force Admissible Set
Let us consider an admissible generalized set defined by:
τ ∈ T = Co {τ1, τ2, ..., τM} ⊂ R3 (4.22)
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Figure 4.11: QP Comparison - Novel QP Approach - Resulting
Generalized Force. The misalignment condition enforce the solution
to follow the control reference.
obtained by the convex hull of M vectors τi ∈ R3. Based on this
assumption, a generalized force τ ∈ T is representable as:
τ =
M∑
i=1
βiτi,
M∑
i=1
βi = 1, βi ≥ 0, βi ∈ R (4.23)
In particular, we will consider the particular convex set:
T = Co
{(
1 −1
)
⊗
(
τx τy τψ
)
, τ0
}
(4.24)
where each vector τi ∈ R3, i ∈ {x, y, ψ} represents the maximum
generalized force allocable in the < i > axis such that the force in all
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the other axes is identically zero, τ0 = 03×1 and the symbol ⊗ is used
to idenfity a Kronecker product. The three vectors τ{x,y,ψ} ∈ R3, used
to generate the convex set (4.24), could be found by solving a convex
optimization problem. However, the feasible solution existence will
depend of the limits and the geometric distribution of the actuators.
Once that the convex set is defined, it is possible to convert any
γ ∈ Γ into proper desired generalized force references τd ∈ T . In
particular
τd = β
(0)τ0 +
∑
i
[
β
(+)
i − β(−)i
]
τi, i ∈ {x, y, ψ} (4.25)
where
β∗ = µ(0) +
∑
i
µ
(+)
i + µ
(−)
i , β
(0) =
µ(0)
β∗
, β
(±)
i =
µ
(±)
i
β∗
and the weighting factors µ(·) ∈ R:
µ
(+)
i = µ(γi; 0, γ¯, γ¯), µ
(−)
i = µ(γi;−γ¯,−γ¯, 0),
µ(0) =
∏
i
µ(γi;−γ¯, 0, γ¯)
are obtained by using the triangular membership function µ ∈ R
defined as:
µ(x; a, b, c) = max
(
0,min
(
x− a
b− a , 1,
c− x
c− b
))
(4.26)
The resulting process is depicted in Fig. 4.12. It is important to
underline that the previous computations make sense only when the
admissible set extrema τi are available. Since these extrema points
will depend on the actuators location with respect to the vessel and
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Figure 4.12: Generalized Force - Admissible Set and HID Mapping
configuration constraints (such as maximum thrust), we will find
them by solving a constrained convex optimization problem.
Let us decompose the actuator forces in the correspondent cartesian
components F bi ∈ R2 to obtain the following simplified problem:
τ(F bi ,P) = APF b =
=
 1 0 1 00 1 0 1
oy −ox −oy −ox
( F b1
F b2
)
(4.27)
A single couple of cartesian forces F bi is feasible if belongs to the set:
F bi ∈ Fi =
{
F bi ∈ R2 :
∥∥F bi ∥∥2 ≤ F¯i, F¯i > 0, F¯i ∈ R} (4.28)
where we explicitly introduce the actuator limits
F¯i = min(|fmini |, |fmaxi |).
Assumption 9 in order to guarantee that each actuator is able to
produce a desired force F bi , in presence of a non-fully rotable setup,
it is required that:
fmini ≤ fi ≤ fmaxi , fmini < 0, fmaxi > 0 (4.29)
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In fact, the conditions fmini = 0 and fmaxi = 0, related to the
incapability to produce negative or positive forces along the actuator
axis, will be reflected in serious manoeuvring constraints: the vessel
not be able to move backward or forward respectively. In addition,
since thrusters usually exhibit asymmetrical properties (|fmini | 6=
|fmaxi |), the conservative lower bound F¯i is chosen.
The solution of the cartesian problem F b is feasible if belongs to
the set:
F b ∈ F =
{
F b =
(
F b1
F b2
)
, F bi ∈ Fi
}
(4.30)
Remark 10 A solution F b of the cartesian control allocation
problem (4.27) is also a feasible solution of the original non-linear
control allocation problem whenever the angles θi ∈ R are not
constrained. In particular, the correspondent actuator configuration
can be extracted by computing module and phase of the cartesian
forces.
Feasibility of the cartesian problem is related to the structure of the
matrix AP ∈ R3×4. In fact there exists geometric configuration, for
instance oy = 0, where a singular value σ(A(P)) = 0. This will be
reflected in the incapability of the actuators to generate thrust over
all the possible directions of surge, sway and yaw.
Assumption 11 We are considering a geometric configuration
correspondent to σ(AP) 6= 0 case, which is an actuators setup
capable to produce forces and moments over all possible motion
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4.4 HID-Oriented Control Allocation
direction.
Based on this assumption we can find the vectors τ{x,y,ψ} ∈ R3 used
to generate the convex set T , by solving the three independent
convex optimization problem:
max
τ∈R3
STi τ
subject to:

STj τ = 0 F¯ 2k (QkA†Pτ)T(
QkA
†
Pτ
)
I2×2
  0
∀j 6= i, ∀k ∈ {1, 2}
where the vectors Sp ∈ R3 are used to select the p-th component of
the solution vector τ and the matrices:
Q1 =
(
1 0
)
⊗ I2×2, Q2 =
(
0 1
)
⊗ I2×2
are used to select the k-th couple of cartesian forces of the solution
F b = A†Pτ , which is:
F bk = QkA
†
Pτ
The second constraint is used to search feasible solutions F bk ∈ Fk,
in fact it can be found by applying the Schur complement to the
constraint: ∥∥∥QkA†Pτ∥∥∥2
2
≤ F¯ 2k
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4.4.2 Feasible Actuators Configuration using
Pseudo-Inverse
Once that the admissible reference set T is identified, we need to
prove that, under the assumption 11:
F b = A†Pτ ∈ F , ∀τ ∈ T (4.31)
It is easy to verify that a vector τ ∈ T can be obtained as:
APF b = τ =
M∑
i=1
βlτi = AP
M∑
i=1
βiF
(i) (4.32)
where we forces F (i) ∈ F are the solutions of the optimization
problem related to the generalized forces τi. We need to verify that
both components F bk of the solution belong to the correspondent
feasible set Fk, which is:∥∥QkF b∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥Qk
M∑
i=1
βiF
(i)
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ F¯k (4.33)
then we can derive the following inequality:∥∥F bk∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
i=1
βiF
(i)
k
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ F¯k (4.34)
and observing that:∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
i=1
βiF
(i)
k
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
M∑
i=1
∥∥∥βiF (i)k ∥∥∥ ≤ M∑
i=1
‖βi‖
∥∥∥F (i)k ∥∥∥ ≤
≤ F¯k
M∑
i=1
‖βi‖ = F¯k
we can conclude that:
F bk ∈ Fk,∀k ∈ {1, 2} ⇒ F b = A†Pτ ∈ F (4.35)
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4.4.3 Parametric Closed-Form Solution of
Optimization Problem
It is clear that, for any geometric configuration, under the previous
assumptions, there exists extrema points τi ∈ R3 such that the
application of the pseudo-inverse map A†P yields to feasible
cartesian forces. However, this computation is dependent on the
selected configuration P , and even if the previous optimization
problem can be solved efficiently within few milliseconds in a
real-time fashion, could be interesting to evaluate if there exists a
parameter-dependent closed-form solution of the problem. Having
a closed-form implies that numerical solvers are not involved at all,
and this could contribute with respect to speed and numerical
robustness. Let consider the cartesian problem written in the form:
τx = F1x + F2x (4.36)
τy = F1y + F2y (4.37)
τψ = oy (F1x − F2x)− ox (F1y + F2y) (4.38)
Longitudinal Force Upper Bound τ ∗x
STy,ψτ = 0 ⇒
{
F1y = −F2y
F1x = F2x
then it is easy to verify that, the upper bound τ ∗x can be found by
evaluating the cost function (4.36) over the constraint representing
the feasible sets Fi:
τ ∗xP = 2 min
(
F¯1, F¯2
)
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Lateral Force Upper Bound τ ∗y
STx,ψτ = 0 ⇒
{
F1x = −F2x
F1y = −F2y + 2F1x oyox
Replacing this constraints into Eq. (4.37) we obtain:
τy = 2F1x
oy
ox
= −2F2x oy
ox
after some calculus, it is possible to conclude that:
τ ∗yP = 2oy min
(
F¯1, F¯2
)
cos
(
arctan
(
oy
ox
))
oy
ox
Moment Upper Bound τ ∗ψ
STx,yτ = 0 ⇒
{
F1y = −F2y
F1x = −F2x
Replacing this constraints into Eq. (4.38) we obtain:
τψ = 2oyF1x = −2oyF2x
then
τ ∗ψP = 2oy min
(
F¯1, F¯2
)
Geometry vs. Manoeuvrability
The closed-form solution provides interesting information to
evaluate manoeuvrability with respect to the geometric position of
actuators. In particular, as expected, the maximum moment
allocable τ ∗ψ,P depends only on the longitudinal force τ
∗
xP and it is
proportional to the parameter oy. Different result is obtained by
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comparing the lateral admissible force τ ∗y,P , in fact by comparing it
with the longitudinal force τ ∗xP we find the following relation:
My
oy
= cos
(
arctan
(
oy
ox
))
oy
ox
, My =
τ ∗y,P
τ ∗xP
(4.39)
The previous equation relates the linear dependence of the forces
ratio My with the parameter oy. As shown in Fig. 4.13, there exist
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Figure 4.13: Geometric Analysis involving lateral and longitudinal
force with respect to parameters ox, oy
a linear dependence between the parameter oy and the
manoeuvrability measure My, as soon the ratio oy/ox is larger
than 10. This result shows, as expected, that for constant oy,
higher manoeuvrability is achieved as ox → 0, or roughly speaking,
as the center of gravity gets closer to the actuators.
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4.4.4 Non-Linear Control-Allocation Mapping
In the previous sections we shown that the construction of the
admissible set T can be directly computed using the closed-form
solution. In addition, we proved that any reference τ ∈ T can be
mapped into feasible cartesian solution F b ∈ F using a
low-computational demanding pseudo-invesion. Finally, in order to
complete the control-allocation process, we need to compute
suitable couples ui = (f, α) such that:
F bi =
(
F bix
F biy
)
= fi
(
cos(αi)
sin(αi)
)
(4.40)
This problem, in general, admits multiple symmetric solutions, for
instance:
F bi = −1k‖F bi ‖
(
cos(αi + kpi)
sin(αi + kpi)
)
, k = {0, 1}
however, for particular classes of vessel, and correspondent actuators
configuration and limits, the problem yields to unique solutions.
Assumption 12 αi ∈ [−α¯, α¯] ⊆ (−pi/2, pi/2).
Under this assumption, which is quite realistic for a large class of
small scale boats, the actuator configuration ui can be directly
computed as:
ui =

fi = sign(F
b
ix)‖F bi ‖2
αi = arcsin
(
F biy
fi
) (4.41)
due to the fact that 0 < cos(θi) ≤ 1,∀αi ∈ [−α¯, α¯] ⊆ (−pi/2, pi/2).
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Remark 13 In order to implement the previous algorithm it is
important to handle two numerical problems related to the previous
non-linear allocation form. The first one is related to the sign of
the longitudinal cartesian component (F bix = 0), during the
computation of the actuator force module. The second condition is
related to the division involved in the computation of the actuator
angles (fi = 0).
4.4.5 Parametric HID-Like Control Allocation
System
In the previous subsections we proved that:
• Provided an HID-like command γ ∈ Γ it is straightforward to
compute τ(γ) ∈ TP
• Provided a geometric configuration P it is possible to compute
analytically the convex set TP through its extrema τ ∗P
• For all τ ∈ TP , the cartesian control allocation solution F b =
A†Pτ is feasible.
Hence we can conclude that the proposed-control allocation can be
entirely parametrized with respect to P , which is:
∀P , ∃ τ ∗P : τ(γ) ∈ T (τ ∗P), A†Pτ(γ) = F b ∈ F , ∀γ ∈ Γ
This particular property suggests us to use a particular
control-scheme, depicted in Fig. 4.14 to perform on-field
calibration of the control-allocation system by varying the
parameter P . The proposed scheme, in addition, will compensate
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Figure 4.14: Overview of the HID Control Allocation System: The
Parameters P and the human commands γi are used to compute the
actuator configurations ui through a closed-loop scheme.
for actuator dynamics through an additional feedback
τ˜ = AP F˜ b = AP
(
F bd − F b
)
where the desired cartesian forces F bd
are generated from the control allocation system and the true
cartesian forces F b are measured directly from the actuators. The
proposed scheme was simulated with Matlab Simulink using the
actuators setup of Tab. 4.2. For the simulation we assumed to
model actuators with first-order Linear Time-Invariant (LTI)
systems with settling time Tsf = 2.5s and Tsα = 3s.
The reference signal γ ∈ Γ, chosen for this simulation, was designed
to stress the control-allocation system. In particular, as shown on
the left side of Fig.4.15, the HID commands are overlapped over the
three axes. First of all, is is required to generate of a pure positive
surge force, then other axes are involved into request. It is worth to
mention that when γ ∈ Γ involves multiple axes, the correspondent
generalized force, depicted on the right side of Fig.4.15, is rescaled
through the convex set T of admissible forces. The system response,
due to the actuator dynamics, is finally shown in gray color, and it
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Figure 4.15: On the left side: HID-like Commands γi. On the
right side, the correspondent reference τ(γ) (black) and the system
response (gray).
exhibits good tracking performance.
Actuator configurations are presented in Fig. 4.16. Due to the
reference rescaling, the pseudo-inversion and the correspondent
allocation map, both actuators limits are not violated.
4.5 Conclusion
Two parametric control-allocation methods have been proposed
with respect to different classes of reference inputs. Both
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Figure 4.16: Actuator Configurations ui. The upper part shows the
thruster user percentage, while the lower part shows the actuated
angles.
control-allocation methods provide robust, smooth and feasible
actuator solutions within the class of small scale boats equipped
with non-fully rotable thruster. The QP-based method, which is
robust against norm-unbounded references, is preferable to be used
with upper-layer controllers, while the closed-form method is it a
practical, low-cost and effective solution for all the vessels equipped
with HID systems.
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Chapter 5
Secure Cooperation of
Autonomous Mobile
Sensors Using an
Underwater Acoustic
Network
This chapter is dedicated to the results obtained within the UAN
project. In particular, during Pianosa and Faro sea trials, and final
experiment in Trondheim, two eFolaga were successfully adopted as
mobile nodes to improve performances and robustness of an
underwater acoustic network. My personal contribution to this
project is mainly related to the eFolaga vehicles setup, field
activities and centralized middle-ware server implementation. I
would like to thanks Gianluca Dini and Angelica Lo Duca for the
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system security contribution and Andrea Munafo`, author of the
cooperative algorithm.
5.1 Introduction
Several recent researches have shown how a set of autonomous
mobile agents and sensors, able to self-adapt and self-configure, can
be used in several complex scenarios [1]. The collaborative use of
multiple sensors is in fact of great advantage thanks to the
resulting flexibility and robustness in the accomplishment of tasks.
For instance, exploration of partially known or unknown
environments can effectively be performed by a team of
cooperating autonomous vehicles with an optimized use of the
available resources and consequent saving of time and money [2].
As another example, the use of sensor networks for continuous
monitoring of vital areas allows for disaster prevention and for a
prompt reaction against unexpected situations [3].
One scenario in which the use of multiple vehicles or sensor nodes
presents critical aspects and peculiar characteristics is the
underwater one. Many relevant infrastructures are placed very
close to the sea or directly in the water, opening new scenarios for
the use of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and the
development of Autonomous Ocean Sampling Networks (AOSN),
where multiple nodes can cooperate as a group to achieve some
common goals [4].
Any cooperative mission involves communication among multiple
agents. When the cooperating sensors are used in the underwater
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domain, communication issues become of paramount importance
and in fact the agent spatial locations and mutual separation has a
direct influence on the capability to communicate [5], [6]. In the
last years some studies have been carried out to include
communication constraints into the development of cooperative
strategies for set of vehicles [7], [8]. However the impact of limited
and/or unreliable communication has not been fully characterized.
Most of the cooperation strategies proposed in the literature have
been focused on cooperation of aerial or terrestrial vehicles, but
these algorithms are not directly applicable in the underwater case
due to the strong variation in space and time of the communication
medium. Acoustic propagation, the main mean of underwater
communication, is strongly dependent on local environmental
conditions, and during the evolution of the mission each vehicle can
experience abrupt changes in the channel, with a consequent
variation in communication performance. Moreover, acoustic
communication is severely band-limited and range-limited. Sudden
reduction of the channel capacity and bandwidth, or even a
temporary loss of connectivity with the rest of the team, is a
frequent condition for underwater communications.
In operative scenarios, not only is it necessary to share information
to achieve the mission objectives, but it becomes a key issue the
ability to securely communicate so that the correct data is
transmitted and received by the right agents, and only among the
desired group. The possibility to share in a secure way the
necessary information may in fact determine the success or the
failure of the mission as a whole. Listening to private messages, or
modification or injection of fake data are all usual threats in
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communication networks. They become even more critical in the
context of distributed agents since cooperation may be achieved
only when all the components receive the expected data from the
legitimate peers. The underwater environment poses unique
challenges also as far as network security is concerned, and again
the traditional security mechanism successfully used and
implemented on radio-based network suddenly becomes infeasible.
With this work we tackle the problem of secure cooperation of a
team of mobile underwater sensors or AUVs within surveillance and
patrolling applications.
The contribution of the chapter is represented by a novel
cooperative adaptive algorithm for mobile agents is proposed, with
the goal of protecting an asset (e.g. a critical infrastructure such as
a power plant placed on the shore or directly in the water) using
detection sonars mounted on each agent. The algorithm takes
explicitly into account communication constraints among the
agents, in terms of maximum communication range achievable with
a desired level of performance. It allows the vehicles to
autonomously position themselves in order to cover the maximum
area around the asset by means of the detection sonars, adapting
their behaviour to the specific communication performance
encountered as the mission proceeds. It is a distributed approach,
since each vehicle takes local decisions in order to achieve the final
goal, and it is based on the concept of emergent behaviour defining
the action and the behaviour of each agent through simple
elementary rules [9], [10], [11]. The algorithm allows for
reconfigurability in response to oceanographic variations and/or
external events. When a vehicle leaves or a new one joins, the
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vehicles may change their positions to adapt themselves to the new
configuration so to achieve again the maximum asset protection
guaranteeing the communication connectivity among the currently
available agents. It is remarked that in this work the
communication limitations in nodes cooperation are tackled from
the application level point of view, i.e., proposing a cooperation
strategy that attempts to minimize the information exchange
among the nodes. The strategy will be shown to be robust with
respect to connectivity loss or communication range degradation.
The aspects more related to the physics of underwater acoustic
propagation have been discussed elsewhere [8], where it has been
shown how to compute communication figures of merit (bandwidth,
signal-to-noise ratio, communication range) from oceanographic
environmental properties. In this study, each node uses the
maximum communication range as the available information on the
communication channel properties. Finally, one more consideration
can be done with respect to Denial of Service (DoS), one of the
most severe threats against network availability in the underwater
scenario. In fact, contrasting DoS in underwater networks is even
more complicated than in traditional networks due to the intrinsic
limitations of the acoustic channel [6]. The proposed security suite
is aimed at communication integrity and confidentiality and thus
does not provide any countermeasures against DoS. However, the
cooperative algorithm is intrinsically reactive against DoS due to
the emergent behaviour approach. Whenever an enemy succeeds in
disrupting communication among vehicles, the simple rules that
drive vehicles motion make them move closer to the asset in order
to ensure protection regardless what the other agents are doing. As
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a result, a DoS attack results effective in degrading the
performance of the cooperation, but it cannot prevent to continue
the mission with a limited number of cooperating nodes, or at the
very least with all the nodes acting individually. In practical
situations, if a DoS persists, as an extreme measure, an underwater
node may surface and communicate with a land station using
standard radio communication technologies. It is finally remarked
that the tools proposed can be easily generalized to other
underwater applications, though in the rest of the study the
reference applicative scenario is that of underwater surveillance.
In the chapter, we report some results to characterize the
application level performance of an underwater acoustic network
including the cooperative strategy proposed in the chapter. Raw
data were obtained during the experimental campaign UAN11 held
in May 2011, within the Underwater Acoustic Network (UAN)
project [14]. Field data show that the security solution is efficient
in terms of number of messages and message size, reducing the
time and the energy of the transmission.
The chapter is organized as follow: in the next section the problem
setting is described, defining in general terms the secure
cooperative problem addressed. Section 5.3 describes the
adaptive/cooperative algorithm for a team of autonomous
underwater vehicles, abstracting from the specific network
architecture chosen. Area coverage performance is described and
the main algorithm limitations discussed. In Section 5.4 the mobile
node eFolaga module setup is presented. In Section 5.5 we report
the result from the application of the algorithms during the UAN11
sea trial. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.6.
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setting
The research presented is motivated by the framework of the
European project UAN - Underwater Acoustic Network [14]. For
this reason, without entering into details, it is important to define
the general scenario to understand what is the background of the
proposed methods and approaches. The main objective of the
project is that of implementing a generic ad-hoc mobile acoustic
network, composed by fixed and mobile nodes for underwater
surveillance of off-shore and coastline critical infrastructures. The
underwater network has to be integrated within a wider network,
including above water nodes and sensors. Figure 5.1 gives a
conceptual overview of the UAN scenario: the Land/Air system
represents what can be thought as a traditional radio based sensing
and communication infrastructure; the underwater part is
composed by fixed and mobile nodes (AUVs) with detection and
communication capabilities. The integration of the different
systems has to be guaranteed by an appropriate communication
and networking infrastructure in order to ensure the exchange of
information among the various elements of the protection system.
The UAN project has hence to deal with several aspects, including,
but not limited to:
• A deep analysis of the underwater communication physical
layer in order to use existing or develop new acoustic
technologies for efficient communication support and
embedded signal processing;
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• Development of tools for prediction of the acoustic channel
performance, especially from a communication system
standpoint;
• Development of reliable and efficient network architectures
able to make the underwater communication as effective as
possible. Traditional networking schemes are difficult to be
taken to underwater scenarios: MAC schemes, routing
protocols and network security features are all aspects that
need to be investigated in order to find suitable solutions in
situations characterized by long delays, frequency selectivity,
and low bandwidth;
• Development of coordination strategies for the management
of the mobile nodes of the network so that it is possible to
dynamically place the nodes in order to maximize some
communication related performance cost functions and
periodically measure the environment; at the same time, the
coordination strategy must guarantee the operation of the
intrusion detection payload as appropriate.
The approaches presented in this chapter are at the application
level of the UAN project. While the experimental results have been
obtained with the UAN-project implementation of the underlying
layers [14], it is remarked that our algorithms can as well be
applied with any alternative network infrastructure.
The envisaged scenario consists of:
• A land station which acts as a command and control (C2)
center for the physical defense of a critical infrastructure;
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• An underwater base station wired to the shore with a high
bandwidth link. This station represents the connection
between the above and below water environments; for this
reason this element is both a part of the acoustic network and
of a traditional wired communication infrastructure;
• Fixed and mobile nodes (n) acoustically connected in an
underwater network which includes the base station. Each
node is equipped with an on board sonar for intrusion
detection and with an acoustic modem for communication
purposes.
From the cooperative standpoint, the overall mission goal is that of
covering with the vehicle detection sonars the largest possible area
in the neighborhood of a given asset where the land station also
resides. Since the performance of the AUV devices depends on the
local oceanographic conditions, we also assume that each agent or
node is equipped with a sensor able to measure the environment
variability (e.g. Conductivity, Temperature, and Depth - CTD
probe) and with an acoustic channel performance predictor to
convert these measurements into communication performance ([6],
[8]).
All the data required to achieve the cooperative behavior are
broadcasted by the vehicles, so that they are received by all the
agents in the team. In this context, the cooperative algorithm will
represent the application layer of the network stack. All the
communication and networking related issues will be hidden from
the application viewpoint. In this way, for the cooperative
algorithm, there will not be any theoretical difference from a
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centralized networking solution, where all the messages pass
through a central database or router, and a decentralized scheme,
where the communication does not have any preferred direction or
route. The specific implementation will only depend on the
particular application. The proposed approach is particularly well
suited for the underwater environment since the cooperative
algorithm requires a very little amount of information to be
exchanged among the agents and it is robust with respect to the
very high latency time typical of underwater communications.
The cooperation among vehicles is modelled according to the group
communication paradigm [15]. Vehicles may dynamically join and
leave the group. A vehicle joins the group upon starting its mission.
A node leaves the group, or is forced to, when the node has finished
its mission, has been lost, or has been compromised (or believed so).
The group of vehicles is managed by a Group Controller (GC) that
is composed of four main components: a Group Membership
Service (GMS), a Key Management Service (KMS), an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) and a Secure Dispatching Service (SDS).
The GMS maintains the membership of the group by keeping track
of sensor nodes that join and leave the group. The IDS
probes/monitors network activities and vehicles behaviour to
detect compromised vehicles [16]. Upon detecting a compromised
sensor node, IDS forces the vehicle to leave the group by invoking
the GMS leave operation and specifying the vehicle identifier as
argument. Whenever a sensor node leaves, or is forced to leave the
group, the group-key is renewed in order to guarantee the
backward and forward security requirements. KMS is the
component that is responsible to perform rekeying. Upon handling
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a change in the group membership, GMS invokes the KMS
rekeying operation. Furthermore, KMS also performs periodic
rekeying aimed at reducing the amount of material encrypted with
the same key available to an adversary. Finally, the SDS provides a
cryptographic suite for message encryption and authentication. In
UAN, the GC is implemented by the Base Station (see Figure 5.2)
that has plentiful of resources and will be not compromised.
Figure 5.1: Conceptual overview of the UAN scenario: integration
of above water and underwater systems.
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Figure 5.2: Architecture diagram with spatial configuration of
various fixed and mobile nodes as well as the base station with the
command and control center.
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5.3 Cooperative algorithms for mobile
sensors
This section focuses on the development of an adaptive cooperative
algorithm for mobile sensor nodes, the moving components of the
underwater network. When fixed sensors are present they will
participate to the global performance, in terms of detection and
communication, but since their position is fixed they cannot
reconfigure and adapt themselves to varying scenarios. In this case,
it will be mobile agents responsibility to consider the presence of
the fixed nodes, so to guarantee that the final goal can be reached.
Moreover, in order to allow a simpler description of the proposed
method, in the remainder of this section, we assume the existence
of an appropriate communication infrastructure which is reliable
and robust enough to effectively allow a team of mobile agents to
securely communicate and collaborate to achieve the required
common goal. The main mission objective is that of covering with
the mobile node detection sonars the maximum area around the
asset, while each vehicle has to move to keep at least one other
vehicle of the team within its communication range. This general
goal is hence divided, according to the behavioral approach
paradigm into simpler subtasks (behaviors or rules) solvable in
parallel [11]. A composition rule is also defined to transpose the
commands generated by each subtask into one single motion
command for each vehicle.
Let us assume we have the availability of n AUVs, each one
equipped with an acoustic modem for communication up to a
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maximum range RC and with a detection sonar characterized by a
maximum range RD. We consider the i − th vehicle as defined by
the discrete kinematic model:
xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + Tsu
i(k) (5.1)
where xi(k) ∈ <3 is the i-th vehicle location at time k, ui(k) ∈ <3 is
the control input to be defined and Ts is the sampling period. The
above mention objective is hence splitted into two subtasks or rules:
1. Move toward the High Value Asset (HVA) to be defended.
2. Move away from your closest neighbor but without exiting from
its communication range.
The first task allows the vehicle to move closer to the asset to ensure
the asset protection. The second task represents the coordination
level. It allows each agent to adapt its movement to keep into account
actions of the other members of the team. Specifically, it lets each
vehicle cover the maximum area around the asset, with minimum
overlaps of the on board sonar detection ranges, while guaranteeing
the communication links with at least one other teammate. The
composition of the two subtasks is achieved through a priority-based
mechanism which assigns to each of the subtask a dynamic priority
on the basis of the vehicle status with respect to the fulfillment of
each one of the subtasks.
In particular, each vehicle assigns to each task a priority computed
on the basis of an interest function. This function defines, at any
given stage of the mission, the interest of the vehicle in fulfilling
the specific task while a comparison among the functions of interest
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determines the priority of the tasks to be executed at any time frame
by each vehicle:
• the Asset attraction function, hA(xasset, xi(k)) is a function of
the agent’s distance from the asset xasset. It defines the interest
of the agent (priority of the subtask) in moving towards the
asset (see Figure 5.3). Its parametric definition is as follow:
hA(xasset, x
i(k)) =
‖xasset − xi(k)‖2
N
(5.2)
where N is a positive constant.
• the Coordination function, hC(xj(k), xi(k)) defines the
priority of the coordination task (see Figure 5.4). It is
computed online and modified by the vehicle during the
evolution of the mission on the basis of the detection and
communication performance of its onboard devices: the
detection sonar range RD defines the minimum distance
between two vehicles; the maximum communication range RC
achieved at a given spatial and temporal location defines the
maximum separation between two vehicles; in addition, we
also define the parameter RM as the maximum distance at
which each agent wants to keep its closest neighbor. The
parameter RD can be thought as the maximum detection
range at which the detection performance is above a desired
threshold TH, RM as the range above which the detection
performance is below a minimum level TH. The coordination
function is defined as:
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hC(x
j
(k), x
i
(k)) =
=

q(RM−‖xj(k)−xi(k)‖2)
2
if ‖xj(k)− xi(k)‖ ≤ RM
Q
RM−‖xj(k)−xi(k)‖
− ‖x
j(k)−xi(k)‖
(RC−RM )2
+ C if RM ≤ ‖xj(k)− xi(k)‖ ≤ RC
0 otherwise
(5.3)
where q and Q are positive constants and C = − 2RM−RC
(RM−RC)2 is a
smoothing constant.
Finally, the agent control input u(t), at each time frame, is computed
as the vector sum of the gradient of each interest function:
u(t) = uA(t) + uC(t) = 5hA +5hC (5.4)
The steps of the cooperative algorithm are now summarized. The
algorithm, described in what follows for the i-th one, is the same for
every vehicle:
1. Vehicle i receives from all the connected nodes their locations
and their maximum detection sonar range;
2. Vehicle i selects its closest neighbor;
3. Assign a priority to each task as defined by the corresponding
interest function (5.2 and 5.3);
4. Compute the overall velocity control applying (5.4) and move
accordingly.
Note that the algorithm makes each vehicle able to move back to
the asset it needs to protect even when it loses the communication
with the other team members, since each agent can always execute
task 1 (move towards the asset). In this way the algorithm becomes
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intrinsically robust against a DoS attack and even when a vehicle
cannot communicate with the rest of the team it can always move
to ensure the protection of the asset (e.g., vehicle equipped with
appropriate deterrence means). The performance of the cooperation
is degraded but the subset of the agents that can still communicate,
or in the worst case, each vehicle independently, can continue the
mission. In addition, at each step of the mission each agent does not
necessarily need to receive information from all the other nodes: only
information from its closest neighbour is needed for the coordination
task. If information is available from more than one vehicle, an
additional step is needed to determine the closest neighbour. In any
case, the amount of information the vehicles need to exchange is
limited, as they only require communicating their own position and
maximum detection sonar range. Finally, it is worth pointing out
that when a vehicle loses the communication with the remainder of
the team, it may still be able to execute task 2 but using only not
up-to-date information. In this case, the agent calculates the control
input (5.4) on the basis of the last known position of its neighbours.
5.3.1 Area coverage performance and algorithm
limitations
In this section the area-coverage performance of the algorithm are
shown with respect to optimal geometrical solutions. The total
sonar coverage depends on the sonar detection range RD and on
the maximum distance allowed RM between two vehicles.
Figure 5.5 shows the result obtained applying the proposed method
using three vehicles. The agents place themselves in order to
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Figure 5.3: Function of interest for task 1: move towards the asset
to be protected. The higher the distance from the asset the higher
the interest in fulfilling the task
position the asset at the center of the detection area. The final
configuration reached allows the vehicles to completely protect a
circle of radius RM around the asset with a minimum overlap
(RM − RD) of the vehicle sonars, and with a detection level always
greater than the minimum desired. The final agent positions
coincide with the analytical solution of the area coverage problem
of a circle of radius RM , with the vehicles placed on the
circumference, as vertices of the equilateral triangle inscribed in the
circle itself. The configuration reached has three axis of symmetry,
one per each vehicle, and along these axes the detection coverage is
more effective (detection directivity). It is interesting to note that
the stability of the final configuration reached is related to the
information communicated among the team members. In
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Figure 5.4: Interest function for task 2: move away from your
closest neighbour while maintaining the communication connectivity.
The function represents the cohesiveness among the vehicles, as a
function of range from the nearest neighbor (move away when the
vehicles are close, move closer for values approaching the maximum
communication range)
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Figure 5.5: Area coverage performance with three vehicles. The
optimal locations for the agents to obtain the total coverage of a
circle of radius RM are the vertices of the inscribed triangle. A
circular motion is stimulated when each vehicle communicates its
foreseen location at its next communication step. For each agent,
bold lines are used to depict both the maximum distance allowed
RM and the detection sonar maximum range RD (RM > RD). Red
arrows indicate the vehicles speed.
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particular, if each vehicle communicates to the remainder of the
team its foreseen location at its next communication step after
applying the proposed motion coordination algorithm, then a
circular motion around the asset is automatically stimulated and
the vehicles periodically scan the whole area around the asset.
Note in fact that, for symmetry reasons, all the configurations with
the asset placed at the center of mass of the team detection area
are all optimal. Increasing the number of vehicles, the area that
can be protected becomes larger and different solutions can be
obtained depending on the relative weight given to the two tasks.
Simulations are performed for a four agents case and for a more
complex scenario with ten vehicles. Figure 5.6 shows three
configurations reached using four agents. In the first case (Figure
5.6(a)) the configuration is symmetric with the asset placed at the
center of mass of the vehicles detection area. In this case (obtained
setting N = 20 in hA, q = 1 in hC) the agents are placed as vertices
of a square around the asset which is however located inside an
area characterized by a lower level of detection (i.e. asset further
than RM). Increasing the interest of the vehicles in moving towards
the asset (i.e. increasing the priority of task 1 with respect to task
2: N = 10 in hA) the configuration of Figure 5.6(b) can be reached:
one of the vehicles is located directly on the high value asset to
protect while the remainder of the agents reach a final stable
configuration around it. In this case, the locations of the external
agents in the final configuration depend on their initial conditions
(all the points around the vehicle in the middle are equally
attractive). Increasing the priority of task 2 (q = 100 in hC) yet
another configuration can be obtained. The vehicles are taken to
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an asymmetric final configuration characterized by detection
directivity. As shown in Figure 5.6(c), the asset is always placed at
the center of the sonar detection area, and the vehicle positions
coincide with the vertices of a regular polygon around the asset to
be defended. In Figure 5.6(c), agents V1 and V4 are further away
from the asset than vehicles V2 and V3 providing the increase in
directivity. Again, as in the three vehicles case, the stability of the
final configuration is related to the information communicated
among the team members. In this case, when each vehicle
communicates its foreseen location at its next communication step
the asymmetric configuration becomes unstable and the group
alternates between a configuration where V1 and V4 are further
away than V2 and V3 and another one in which V1 and V4 are closer
than V2 and V3 to the asset. Finally, as a more complex scenario,
ten vehicles are simulated. Figure 5.7 shows the agents path and
the final formation obtained, with the HVA placed at the center of
the vehicles detection area. The agent locations around the asset
depend on their initial positions and, as the number of vehicles
increases, it becomes more complicated to characterize the final
agents distribution. A theoretical analysis of such a problem is
however beyond the scope of the chapter.
As shown through simulations the proposed method is able to solve
the general area coverage problem reducing the overlap of sonar
detection sonars and ensuring that each agent maintains at least
one other vehicle into its communication range. The approach,
which is suited to be implemented into underwater vehicles,
requires little communication among the vehicles. Furthermore,
with limited modifications on the type of information transmitted
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but without introducing additional data exchange or algorithmic
complexity, it instigates additional and more complex team
behaviors (e.g. patrolling).
The resulting behavior of the team of AUVs is strongly dependent
on the parameters of the interest functions associated with each
rule of the algorithm. The slope of the functions, in fact,
determines the strength of each rule and their relative weight, at
each time step. A steep asset attraction function (hA) implies an
increase in the attractive field of the HVA while a modification in
the shape of the cooperation function relates to the detection sonar
overlap. For instance, a more gentle slope for hC(.) produces, on
one hand, an increase in the sonars overlap, reducing the total area
coverage, but, on the other hand, it increases the total detection
level, as it can be computed using, for example, the approach
proposed in [17]. The selection of the specific parameters is hence a
design trade-off, and depends on the specific application. The
flexibility of the proposed algorithm, based on the selection of
appropriate interest functions to obtain desired global behaviors,
represents, at the same time, its main limitation. It may in fact be
difficult to tune the function parameters to achieve the desired
mission goal and in the cases treated here the choice was based on
empirical rules. Further investigations are on going to analytically
guarantee the optimality of the selection. While different
approaches exist in literature on the area coverage problem by
means of a network of cooperating sensors/agents (see for example
[18] and [19]), they are, however, designed for reliable radio-based
networks and for isotropic propagation media, often assuming
unlimited communication ranges. Even in the cases where
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communication constraints are explicitly considered [20], they are
typically assumed as indirected and homogeneous. On the
contrary, the approach proposed in this work has been devised
from the beginning to be able to tackle communication and
detection variations, and specifically tailored to the characteristics
of the underwater channel. The cooperation interest function hC is,
in fact, computed on the basis of the detection and communication
performance encountered as the mission proceeds, and it may be
made dependent on the direction, allowing for the inclusion of
detection and communication directivity.
5.4 eFolaga UAN Mobile Nodes Setup
This section gives a brief overview on the general characteristics of
the eFolaga vehicles and on the modifications of the AUVs done in
order to integrate them within the UAN network. The most recent
prototype of the vehicle class, the ”eFolaga”, has an actuation
system combining those of autonomous gliders with those of
propulsion-driven AUVs. The vehicle navigates on the sea surface
with its own propulsion system when in transit from one measuring
station to another; it submerges vertically, exploiting ballast and
attitude changes, when on station to perform the measurement.
When at the surface, the vehicle has continuous GPS (Global
Positioning System) contact and land-station contact through a
mobile phone link or a dedicated radio link. The land station link
allows for on-line modification of the mission requirements and for
almost real-time data transmission. The motion in the surge
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Figure 5.6: Area coverage with four vehicles. Increasing the number
of vehicles different configurations can be obtained depending on
the relative weight given to the two tasks. Top-Left: symmetric
configuration obtain for N = 20 in hA. Top-right: configuration
with one of the vehicle over the high value asset (N = 10). Bottom:
asymmetric configuration obtained increasing the priority or task 2.
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Figure 5.7: Area coverage performance with ten vehicles. The HVA
is placed at the center of the sonars detection area.
direction is due to propulsion jet-pumps or to a propeller (both
options are available) at the vehicle stern, while steering in surge
sway plane is obtained through two lower power jet-pumps at the
vehicle bow, transversal to the surge direction. Vehicle diving is
obtained by combination of a buoyancy change and attitude change
through the presence of a ballast chamber and a wormscrew
mechanism to internally displace the position of the battery pack.
The diving actuation system is similar to that of oceanographic
gliders, though it has to be noted that the eFolaga has no wings or
other hydrodynamic surfaces and its intended dive is in the vertical
plane at zero pitch. To integrate the eFolagas within the UAN
network a specific payload with dedicated hardware has been
designed and implemented in order to connect the acoustic modem
to the vehicle electronics.
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Figure 5.8: Left: UAN module with acoustic modem (from
Kongsberg Maritime) and CTD. Right: Paylod PC104 main board
Figure 5.8 shows a view of the payload external structure with the
protruding acoustic modem and CTD sensor. The main hardware of
the payload is shown in Figure 5.8, right, and it is represented by a
PC-104 board with serial lines to communicate with the modem and
with the CTD probe which is available for continuous monitoring of
the water conditions. Figure 5.9 shows the eFolaga AUV with the
UAN module mounted at mid-vehicle.
5.4.1 Software Architecture
From an architectural perspective, the goal is that of implementing
a mission supervisor capable of interpreting and generating
messages to the other network nodes, and to give commands to the
vehicle native guidance, navigation and control (GNC) system.
The approach followed is the back-seat driver paradigm, pioneered
by the MIT group and co-workers [30], [31],[32]: the mission
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Figure 5.9: eFolaga AUV with the UAN module with the acoustic
modem and CTD mounted at mid-vehicle.
Item Description
CPU 1GHz, VIA EDEN, Ultra Low Voltage
DRAM 1GB, DDR2, 533/400 on SO-DIMM socket
Chipset VIA CX700M
Serial Ports 1x RS232, 1x RS232/422/485
USB Ports 2 x USB 2.0
Hard disk 4 GB Internal Flash Disk
Table 5.1: UAN Module harware: main board characteristics
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supervisor must be able to take decisions and give high level
commands to the native GNC vehicle system, which is the sole
responsible of the low-level execution of the commands. Similarly,
the supervisor has to handle the communication tasks at the
application level, while the lower level communication layers are
left to the communication software implemented in the acoustic
modem itself. In this way, conceptually depicted in Figure 5.10, it
is possible to integrate in a modular way all the system
components reducing (ideally regardless) the specific nature of the
vehicle, of the acoustic modem and of the MAC and routing
strategy of the communication network. Communication at the
mission supervisor level is handled through the MOOS system [33],
a pub/sub middleware. The mission supervisor is implemented as
an event-driven Mealy finite state machine, which generates an
output based on its current state and input, and which is in itself a
MOOS process able to establish a connection to a remote MOOS
Database for sending and receiving acoustic messages.
In particular, the mission supervisor, called UANAgent, extends
the CMOOSClient class provided by the MOOS framework, where
the method OnNewMail() collects all the acoustic messages
received, and updates the data structures used by UANAgent; the
method Iterate() specifies the main thread of the class, and
implements the main operations, such as the overall control (from
an application standpoint) of the acoustic communication and of
the eFolaga vehicle. The logic of the mission supervisor is realized
through a state machine composed by three states (IDLE, TASK,
TEST) and two macro-states (MISSION, AUTO), as depicted in
the state machine diagram shown in Figure 5.11. Each one of the
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Figure 5.10: Conceptual architectural scheme of the implemented
system.
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Figure 5.11: UAN Module State Machine.
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states of the machine is related to a single task to be executed by
the eFolaga vehicle (e.g. Navigation task), a task to be executed by
the MOOS pub/sub system (e.g. send a specific acoustic message),
or a waiting condition. The two macro states allow the mission
supervisor to execute complex and autonomous tasks, and in
particular:
• MISSION macro-state: the supervisor goes into this state to
execute a desired mission, i.e. an ordered sequence of tasks
for the eFolaga AUV or for the MOOS pub/sub system. For
example, a typical mission can include: a diving task to reach
a desired depth followed by an underwater navigation task for
a desired period of time while sending periodic notification on
the vehicle status (e.g. battery level, depth, etc.) through the
acoustic link.
• AUTO macro-state: when in this state, the mission
supervisor is able to adapt its behaviour to changing
environmental conditions, executing periodic samplings of the
water column and moving to optimize the acoustic
communication.
5.4.2 Interface to the eFolaga
One of the most critical parts in the architecture described is
represented by the interface between the mission supervisor and
the eFolaga existing software. For this reason, to maintain the
maximum flexibility and separation between the mission supervisor
and the eFolaga GNC native system, a dedicated interface has been
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set up. Figure 5.12 shows the block diagram of the main processes
running on the whole vehicle, both in the UAN payload and in the
core of the eFolaga. In particular, the following process and their
counter parts on the vehicle support the mission supervisor and
allows for the integration between the payload and the vehicle
itself:
• eFolaga Controller: connects with the User Control Server on
the eFolaga. It is responsible for the delivery to the eFolaga
Control System of the commands issued by the MOOS Client
main process for the control of the vehicle, and vice versa to
communicate eFolaga answers and/or errors to the mission
supervisor.
• Radio Controller: connects to the Radio Modem Client on the
eFolaga. It is responsible for receiving user commands when
the eFolaga is on surface. Through this process the payload
can be configured and monitored in real time by the user.
• Logger Client: connects to the Logger Server on the eFolaga.
It sends logs from the MOOS process to the eFolaga, which in
turn will send them via radio to the user, when the vehicle in
on surface.
5.5 UAN11 field test
This section report results from the application of the above
mentioned algorithms to the UAN project experimental activities
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Figure 5.12: Interface between the eFolaga vehicle and the UAN
payload.
held in Trondheim, Norway, in May 2011. The network (see figure
5.13) was composed by up to four fixed nodes including the base
station, two AUVs of eFolaga class and one additional mobile node
set-up on the Research Vessel Gunnerus using a transducer located
at about 20m depth. The command and control was located on
shore at about 800m from the base station. To give an idea of the
tested network characteristics a brief description of the UAN
architecture is now provided. Each node was equipped with an
acoustic modem developed by UAN partner Kongsberg and
capable of transmitting up to a rate of 500 bps. The network
architecture used a CSMA protocol and the FLOOD routing
algorithm [26] both directly implemented in the modems, an IP
tunneling mechanism to establish the IP connection and UDP as
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transport protocol.
The presence of such a mobile agent allowed for change in the
network geometry to tackle changes in the environment. During
the test, which involved several different communication objectives
not covered in this work as they would go beyond the scope of the
chapter, the vehicles were used as data-relays to improve and to
re-establish broken communication links between fixed nodes
(network adaptivity to changing environmental conditions) and
they were integrated into the UAN wide-area protection system for
the protection of a high value asset co-located with the UAN
base-station. Figure 5.14 shows a zoomed view of the network and
the eFolaga path in the afternoon of May 27. In the first part of
the day the vehicle was acoustically controlled by the UAN
command and control center with the objective of patrolling inside
an area where an intrusion was suspected. However, the C2 set-up
a waypoint for the vehicle (WP2) which was too far away from the
remainder nodes of the network and the vehicle lost the
connectivity. According to the behavior described in Section 5.3
the vehicle autonomously planned a new mission to move towards
the high value asset (the base station) to be protected where it
could in fact re-enter into the network. At this point the command
and control took over the control of the vehicle again sending a
new mission (manually aborted on the spot to proceed with other
communication tests and hence not shown in the picture). During
the experiment, the network was tested at first without the security
features activated and then with the cryptography, integrity and
authentication services enabled. Figure 5.15 shows a comparison in
terms of Average Delivery Ratio (ADR). The ADR is defined as the
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average ratio between the number of received messages by a node
and the number of sent messages to that node. It is clear from the
picture that when the security was activated there was a decrease
of 8% in the ADR. This decrease is due to two concurrent effects:
• The message expansion caused by the authenticator which in
turn increases the probability of packet loss.
• A decrease in the acoustic communication conditions.
Even though it is not possible to evaluate the specific weight of each
of the two components in the mix, the ADR decrease is sustainable
and the effect of the use of network security appears not to be critical
with respect to the decrease in performance due to the degradation
of the communication channel.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter has been described a methodology for secure
cooperation within a network of autonomous mobile underwater
sensors connected through an acoustic communication network. A
cooperative algorithm based on the behavioural paradigm has been
illustrated. Each mobile sensor solves simple parallel subtasks
responding to local rules based on the available information to
perform the mission and maintain the communication links within
the network. The algorithm has been designed to be intrinsically
robust, in the sense that with loss of communication among the
vehicles the coverage performance (i.e., the mission goal) is
degraded but not lost. Moreover, the algorithm attempts to
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Figure 5.13: Test area during UAN11 experiment activity. The
network topology is shown over imposed on the bathymetric lines of
the area. The STU node represents the UAN base-station; FNO1,
FNO2, FNO3 are the three fixed nodes; OBJ1 and OBJ2 indicate
the locations of a simulated intruder. PIER represents the UAN
land station with the command and control.
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Figure 5.14: Folaga path during the experimental activity on May
27. In the first part of the day the vehicle was acoustically controlled
by the UAN command and control center to proceed to deeper
investigation in an area where an intruder was detected. However,
the C2 moved the vehicle too far from the network where it lost the
connectivity. According to the behavior described in Section 5.3 the
vehicle autonomously planned a new mission to move towards the
high value asset (the base station) to protect where it could re-enter
into the network.
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Figure 5.15: ADR performance.
minimize the information exchange among the vehicles prior to the
local decision. Area coverage performance of the proposed adaptive
approach has been discussed and compared with those obtainable
with optimal geometrical solutions. It was also shown how, in
dependence with the type of information transmitted but without
introducing additional data exchange or algorithmic complexity,
the proposed algorithm may instigate additional and more complex
team behaviors. Crucial for the agents cooperation is the
trustworthiness of the messages among the sensors. To ensure it, a
security suite based on the group communication paradigm has
been designed, at the communication middleware level. The
security suite has been specifically oriented to the underwater
scenario, and in particular to the goal of minimizing message size
overload and computational and message exchange increase, while
still guaranteeing security. Details on the implementation of the
given methodologies have been given, describing the architecture
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developed to integrate the cooperative algorithm into the security
suite. Furthermore, we reported statistics and figures of merit on
the performance of the UAN project underwater acoustic network
as tested in May 2011, in the Trondheim area, Norway. The UAN
experimental testing was focused on the general validation of the
network architecture and it included all the security mechanisms
described in this work and the autonomous adaptation and
cooperation of the nodes.
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Chapter 6
DCL: a real-time portable
distributed control
telelaboratory
Analysis of complex cooperative systems could take advantages in
the use of well established methodologies such as Hardware and
Software in the Loop (HIL, SIL). During the UAN module
development, this methodologies were effectively implemented to
perform system testing and debug. The adopted system used to
interface real-time process with end users and developers was the
Distributed Control Lab (DCL), which provides capability to:
• Simulate complex dynamical systems using within RT
constraints;
• Control and supervise effectively RT generated code;
• Realize a transparent control/simulation system for
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educational purposes.
In practice, the application of DCL in combination with the free
real-time operating system RTAI Linux, reduces considerably the
costs and the developing/maintaining process of real-time control
systems. The DCL itself is a e-learning system, resulting from
many efforts of the Department of Energy and Systems
Engineering of the University of Pisa which encourages educational
and e-learning systems development since 2001. This chapter will
present the structure of the DCL system and an e-learning oriented
application involving a PID controller tuning.
6.1 Introduction
Theory and practice represent two equally important components
of the engineer cultural background, but it is not rare that
academic courses find easier to transfer theoretical notions than to
provide hands-on experiences. This is usually due to the difficulty
of sharing a limited resource such as a laboratory experimental
set-up among a large number of students. Moreover the
experiments have to keep running, despite the fact that extensive
tests might deteriorate the set-up and therefore the quality of the
experiment. Eventually, some laboratory facilities might also
require the constant presence of skilled personnel, as an incorrect
use of the experimental set-up might be dangerous for the student
safety. Therefore, most of the universities all over the world have
developed remote or virtual laboratories [1], often named shortly
telelaboratories, which deal with the previous issues and have
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6.1 Introduction
proved to represent a valid sustain to improve the practical side of
the engineer [2].
The Department of Electrical Systems and Automation (DSEA) of
the University of Pisa has also developed a telelaboratory: a first
preliminary version was implemented in year 2001 [3], and the
history of the improvements of the telelaboratory can be found in
[4]-[6], where an experiment involving a robotic arm is presented,
and [7]-[8] where Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems
are controlled. According to the expertise of the hosting
department, the telelaboratory is used to accomplish control
engineering problems, and it has been used as a supporting
technological tool for the courses of Digital Control, Process
Control and Systems Theory. Telelaboratories have already been
used in this field, and some recent references in the literature are
[9], [10], [11] and [12].
This chapter introduces the new version of the telelaboratory,
called Distributed Control Lab (DCL). DCL represents a
substantial step forward from the previous releases, and it has the
ambitious final objective of proposing a new concept of
telelaboratory, which goes beyond the initial motivation of
providing practical experience to young undergraduate engineers.
DCL is at the same time a virtual laboratory and a remote
laboratory: it can be used to simulate engineering processes which
do not have to exist in reality; at the same time, the experiment is
not merely simulated, but it really activates some processes in a
remote host (server PC). The last statement implies that the user
has to be connected with the server PC via a public or private
network.
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The main novelty of the DCL with respect to classic telelaboratories
is that it can be used in three different modalities:
• The server PC can simulate the entire closed loop system:
both the process plant and the controller are simulated
through Linux threads running in real time in the PC.
• The controller is simulated in real time as before, but it is
connected to the real plant.
• The plant is simulated, and the controller is real.
The first application corresponds to the typical notion of a
telelaboratory, and it is mostly convenient for didactic purposes.
The second usage introduces the notion of a portable
telelaboratory, that can be connected to any intelligent process, for
instance through a simple serial connection. The last application
corresponds to what is usually called Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL),
a simulation method which is very welcome in several industrial
applications. The fact that the controller and the plant might
reside in different places suggested the name Distributed Control
Lab. The previous possible usages are enhanced by the Live
version of the DCL, which consists of a bootable DVD that can be
used on every PC (x86), not regarding whether the installed
Operative System (OS) is real-time or not.
The chapter is organized as follows: next section is dedicated to
present the architecture of the DCL. The importance of this section
is that the DCL can be used for different purposes, as previously
mentioned, and it is critical that the architecture has to be flexible
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enough to encompass all possible applications in a unique
user-friendly environment. In this sections all parts composing the
Distributed Control Lab are described in detail. In the third
section a didactic experimental exercise, taken from past courses of
Process Control, is illustrated. In the last section the novel
contribution of the telelaboratory is summarised and some
desirable lines of further development are outlined.
6.2 The Distributed Control Lab
The Distributed Control Lab (DCL) is an architecture that allows
for a remote supervision of real-time processes. As it is naturally
organised as a distributed system, a description of each of its
components is required to understand the properties of the overall
architecture.
6.2.1 Real-Time Processes
In order to better understand the following of the chapter, it is
necessary to clarify the meaning of ”real-time” since in different
applications and domains ”real-time” is used with different
meaning and implications. A real system which can be a robot, a
chemical plant (processes) etc... always work ina real-time manner.
We consider in the following as ”real-time system” a model which is
simulated with real-time constraints through a thread of a real-time
operating system (RTOS). We consider as ”real-time controller” an
algorithm which is implemented using thread of a RTOS.
It is common practice to use dedicated hardware such as micro
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controllers, industrial pcs or equivalent devices to control a
dynamical system [13]. Most of micro controllers use ad-hoc
interfaces for the editing of embedded code, and the result is
typically a single process real-time system. On the other hand,
industrial Pcs use RTOS where each process is scheduled provided
that real-time constraints can be fulfilled. Clearly the second
approach outperforms the first one but, depending on the chosen
RTOS, it is also more expensive. This economic drawback can be
circumvented by patching the free Linux standard kernel with the
popular RTAI (Real Time Application Interface) extension. The
resulting system can be used, together with the COntrol and
MEasurement Device Interface (COMEDI) libraries, to develop
real-time controllers. Due to the wide popularity of this operating
system, typical engineering softwares like Scilab/Scicos [14] and
Matlab/Simulink, provide very efficient tools to generate code for
the RTAI target. In a two-step procedure first C code is generated,
then it can be compiled to obtain a hard real-time RTAI thread
(Fig.6.1).
A control engineering problem usually takes advantage of real-time
applications for two main reasons:
• The real-time simulation of dynamical systems
• The real-time control of dynamical systems
The simulation problem is particularly interesting when the real
plant is not physically available and it is convenient to use a model
of the plant to find a tentative regulator (HIL testing). A
simulation does not become dangerous even in the case of unstable
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Figure 6.1: Code Generation
plants, and it can be repeated infinite times without affecting the
characteristics of the model. In addition, a real-time simulation
provides an immersive experience which is generally much more
realistic than a simulation running in a faster time. These
properties are very important not only in industrial applications
but are also convenient for didactic purposes, as it will be
described in the next section. The second class of applications, the
implementation of real-time controllers, is fundamental in practice.
The design of the controller requires the acquisition of the input
and output signals in the plant/regulator connections. Classic
input/output interfaces can be easily included in Simulink or Scicos
projects using COMEDI libraries, as it is shown in Fig 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Simulation and Control
6.2.2 Real-Time Server
In the DCL architecture, a multi-thread server (Virtual Lab (VL)
Server) is in charge of managing the real-time threads (Fig.6.3). The
VLServer is itself a real-time thread which allows external user to
access to the RTAI mailboxes (which contains the model/controller
parameters). VLServer acts as an asynchronous supervisor, therefore
the real-time constraints of running threads are always respected
and guaranteed by the RTOS does not matter the external user
interaction.
In particular it:
• runs/stops an RTAI process
• allocates different RTAI mailboxes for each process
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6.2 The Distributed Control Lab
• interacts with RTAI processes via mailboxes
• provides an XML-rpc (Extensible Markup Language - Remote
Procedure Call) based network interface
Figure 6.3: Server Structure
The server runs under user space and it communicates with the
real-time threads via mailboxes, using RTAI libraries. The server is
able to export the model structure, for instance the Simulink model
structure (blocks), to stream variables and to change parameters
values (supervising).
6.2.3 DCL Client
At the moment users of the DCL are required to use RTAI Linux
both for the implementation of real-time systems/controllers and
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for the supervision step. However, there are several established
operating systems and hardware architectures. To cope with this
variety of solutions, an intrinsically cross-platform Java based
interface was developed, to allow different users to interact with
remote RTAI threads. The DCL client interface allows people to
choose the server host and the thread to execute. Once the client is
connected with the remote host, the server sends the entire model
structure which is represented according to the tree-representation
shown in Fig.6.5-(a). The DCL client associates input/output
channels to the model structure, so that each node of this structure
can either be an input or an output channel. The difference is that
while input channels can be used to modify model parameters,
output channels are used for streaming purposes. Following the
modular and flexible approach of the DCL, there are several
graphical tools that can be used during the supervision task (i.e. to
modify or to visualize a node), and the user chooses the one it
prefers, depending on the particular application. Independence is
obtained by implementing an abstraction layer where a graphical
element corresponds to a plugin, which is uncorrelated with the
model structure, so that in practice the user decides which plugin
should be associated to each channel (Fig.6.4). In particular:
• when a new output is generated from the RTAI thread, the
VL server propagates the changes over the network. The
DCL client associates the value of the modified variable to its
corresponding output channel and the plugin visualizes the
result.
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Figure 6.4: DCL Server-Client Data Flow
• when a parameter is changed through an input plugin, the
DCL client associates the input channel value to the model
parameter and then sends the data over the network. The VL
server will update the RTAI thread parameter accordingly.
Each enabled plugin, visible in the DCL ”Control Panel”, can be
placed anywhere in the panel, can be resized, iconified or closed.
Therefore the user fills the control user interface with plugins
associated to the system/control variables it thinks can be
meaningful for the process supervision. The user can then save the
entire session in an XML file. The saved interface can be loaded
directly from the same ”Control Panel”, and all the exploited
plugins are restored in the same position and with the same size
and values (for input plugins) of the original saved session. As a
consequence of the programming language choice, the DCL client is
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Figure 6.5: Example of DCL Supervising - PID Tuning
available as a standalone software or alternatively it can be
integrated with other existing Java software. For instance it was
efficiently integrated with the Java wEb Hyper modUlar inTerface
sYstem (JEHUTY) web platform at the DSEA Department where
it is currently used to provide an e-learning oriented remote access
to the available DSEA experiments.
Note that DCL client is a software which does not run as real-time
thread and for this reason users should not close any loop using the
Graphical User Interface (GUI). This inappropriate action will
affect the DCL↔RTAI-thread loop by introducing an
unpredictable delay or even worst a dangerous fault in the case of
connection problems.
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6.2.4 DCL Plugins
Many of the currently available plugins have been developed within
the last few years. As a tentative overview, Fig. 6.5 shows a
screenshot of a DCL client with some of them: the gauger (b),
slider (c), graph (d), display (e), switch (f) and tank (g) plugins.
Other plugins like the step-response analyser and the 3D virtual
reality for robotics (Fig. 6.6), are available from the DCL plugin
library. As the code for implementing plugins is open, a developer
can extend the base plugin list available in the library and design
his own visual tool.
6.2.5 DCL-Live!
A live distribution of RTAI Linux, containing VL server, DCL
client and some didactic experiments has been recently released.
The first benefit of the Live version is that the telelaboratory
becomes portable, and its application field is extended to include
real process control and HIL testings. On the other hand, from a
didactic point of view, the use of bootable devices to operate
remote laboratories is not new [15]. The Live version converts
existent laboratory and students’ computers, usually running non
real-time OSs (e.g. Windows XP) into real-time machines in a
non-invasive fashion. DCL-Live boots automatically from dvd,
provides a very stable version of a real-time OS, and it includes
both the DCL architecture and some additional documentation and
tutorials that support the user (a control course student) while
performing the available control experiments. At the beginning a
login screen is shown, and the student has access to the main
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interface using a password provided by the teacher. After the
identification step, students control the VL server status
(start/restart/stop) and they can launch the DCL client choosing a
particular experiment. The last version of the DCL Live includes
the PID tuning, inverted pendulum control, cruise control,
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) tracking and many other
experiments. All of them are organised as stand-alone learning
objects. As an example, the didactic experiment of the
Closed-Loop tuning of a PID is described in the next section.
Figure 6.6: DCL Client - Inverted Pendulum and AUV Tracking
6.3 Didactic experiment
Closed-loop tuning of a PID
One of the basic skills required by process engineers is the ability
to control an industrial process using a simple
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6.3 Didactic experiment
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) regulator. Typically, the
plant is already being controlled by a PID in the classic feedback
connection, and it is demanded to the process engineer to improve
the control performance without interrupting the production cycle.
Remote tuning of a PID controller is a classic telelaboratory
problem [16], [17]. This control problem is revisited here and it is
made realistic by hiding details of the process plant to the student.
In the last two years, the following First Order Plus Time Delay
(FOPTD) system has been used as target process (hidden to the
students) during Process Control courses
Y (s)
U(s)
=
1.5
2s+ 1
e−0.5s, (6.1)
and the initial controller was a simple proportional one. In this
example, students are required to turn the knobs corresponding to
the PID parameters in order to achieve first a perfect tracking of
step signals and then to minimise the ISE (Integral of the Square
Error) performance index, as in Fig. 6.5. The classic procedure,
which had already been explained at lesson, is based on the
well-known Ziegler-Nichols (Z-N) rules [18]. At this stage, an
advantage of using the DCL is that it is not as dangerous to search
for the stability limits, as required by Z-N rules, as it would be in
the real environment.
Once the controller has been designed, a score is given to students
(in a range between 0 and 10, where a high score corresponds to a
better controller) according to the achieved ISE index. Z-N rules
do not provide in principle an optimal step response, therefore the
students might be willing to increase their score by refining the
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parameters according to a simple trial and error procedure.
However, significant increases in the score are very unlikely to be
achieved randomly, while requiring the use of more sophisticated
techniques, as for instance Zhuang-Atherton (Z-A) tuning
parameters [19], or the minimisation of the ISE index according to
a global minimisation method. The drawback of these techniques is
that identification of the parameters of the plant is necessary first.
This can be accomplished by the students by setting the
proportional gain Kp = 1 and the others to zero, and identification
of the parameters of the system can be carried out by assuming for
simplicity that the unknown plant is of the first order. As in this
example the assumption holds, if the identification procedure is
performed correctly, then it is successful. Once the parameters
have been identified, the students can find off-line optimal values of
the PID parameters. For instance, the maximum score of 10 can be
achieved if the Matlab function fminsearch is applied starting from
parameters obtained using Z-A tuning rules as initial conditions.
It is important to notice that it requires a long time to achieve a
high score (identification plus minimisation procedures), therefore
the search of an optimal controller is given to the students as a
home assignment. Students work on their personal copy of the
DCL Live, and the final evaluation of their work follows directly
from their achieved ISE. Table 6.1 summarises PID parameters
obtained according to different techniques and shows the
corresponding scores. According to the notation of table 6.1, it is
intended that the PID regulator is described by the transfer
function Kp +
KI
s
+ KDs. The algorithm to compute the score, is
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Tuning method Kp KI KD ISE Score
Z - N 2.7732 3.0281 0.6349 0.8281 6
Z - A 2.4228 1.3362 0.6919 0.6957 9.2
(Z-A) + fminsearch 2.9630 1.0410 0.6710 0.6632 10
Table 6.1: PID tuning and corresponding scores
based on the following Singleton Fuzzy system:
IF ISE is LOW THEN SCORE is HIGH
IF ISE is NOT LOW THEN SCORE is LOW
where the membership function related to the LOW ISE set is
presented in Fig.6.7, and the consequent terms, related to the
score, are singleton fuzzy sets (HIGH=10, LOW=0). Notice that
Figure 6.7: Fuzzy membership function µLOW (ISE)
other optimisation algorithms which have not been tried yet (e.g.
genetic algorithms, neural networks,...) might provide better
results. Therefore, students who achieve better results (i.e. ISE
smaller than 0.6632 according to table 6.1 deserve a special grade
and mention. In general, it is up to the ability and the good will of
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the student to find new strategies to tune PID parameters and win
the control challenge.
A last technical observation is reserved to notice that the process
has to be implemented in the DCL in discrete time to allow for a
real time scheduling. This has been done using a 0.01 sampling
time which slightly affects the expected behaviour of the process
when implemented in continuous time. Scores have been adjusted
accordingly to preserve their main properties (Ziegler-Nichols
procedure deserves score 6, the optimal one score 10).
6.4 Conclusions
This chapter described the Distributed Control Lab (DCL), the
last version of the telelaboratory of the Department of Electrical
Systems and Automation at the University of Pisa. While the
historical motivation of telelaboratories, the support of traditional
teaching methods with more advanced technological tools is still
preserved, the DCL integrates new concepts of modularity and
portability, so that it has become a portable telelaboratory. In fact,
DCL has been included in a Live DVD based on a Linux kernel
patched to work in real time, and it can be launched from every
platform where a conventional not-industrial OS is running. The
DCL can then be connected to a real plant, or to a simulated
experiment (for instance the didactic experiments that have been
included in the Live version), and a user-friendly control panel can
be used to modify the process variables of interest, or to watch the
evolution of the process outputs. The control panel can be easily
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6.4 Conclusions
personalised by choosing graphical plugins (including 3D graphical
objects) so to create a command & control workstation, which can
be either virtual or real.
Such a versatile telelaboratory entailed the tailoring of a flexible and
distributed architecture, which has been described in detail in the
chapter, and preserved its historical role of supporting students with
hands-on experiences. Within the latter scope, a special section was
dedicated to describe how a typical control problem, the tuning of a
PID regulator, can be efficiently casted and reproposed through the
telelaboratory.
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